
By Lawrence Moule
Co-editor, Municipal Interface

T
wo separate groups of municipalities in British
Columbia have set up Web portals to jointly serve
their communities and share the costs. They are

apparently the first in the world to do so.

Together with a school board and a college, two
municipalities in the lower mainland of southwestern BC
now share a portal called citysoup.ca, which provides a
wide variety of interactive services on behalf of the part-
ners and many community organizations.

On Vancouver Island, three municipalities in the
Saanich Peninsula north of Victoria have issued a
request for proposals to build and maintain a portal 
to be shared and supported equally.

The two initiatives differ greatly in most respects but
have two things in common: their uniqueness and their
vision of using Web-based services to improve the cost-
effectiveness of local governments without the need for
amalgamation.

In both cases, the municipalities have searched
worldwide for similar initiatives to use as models, and
found nothing.

Smart Choices
The initiative in the lower mainland, called Smart
Choices, will be three years old in December. The
citysoup.ca portal was launched at the end of 2002, and
new services are still being added.

Smart Choices is a partnership of the adjoining cities
of Coquitlam and Port Moody, School District 43 and
Douglas College, with support from business partners
Cogency Communications Inc., Microsoft Canada, Oracle

Canada, Sierra Systems Group Inc., TELUS Corp. and
Yahoo Canada.

As reported in the November 2000 issue of Municipal
Interface, Smart Choices was the winning entry from 
BC in a national competition for funds from Industry
Canada’s Smart Communities project. Of the total three-
year budget of $13 million for Smart Choices, Industry
Canada has contributed $4.5 million and the founding
partners $2.1 million, with in-kind contributions valued
at $6.4 million.

In addition to the portal, Smart Choices incorporates
three other components: the citysoup.ca Innovation
Centre, launched June 6, 2002, which provides high-
speed wireless, video conferencing, Web broadcasting
and e-business training services from two buildings in
Coquitlam and Port Moody; citysoup.ca Access Stations,
which have spread Internet access and PCs throughout
the communities; and technology education programs.

The portal itself serves as host for about 40 Web sites,
including those of the founding partners and business and
community groups. They use a template-based system
to create Web pages on their own sites, then share their
information within appropriate sections of citysoup.ca.

(Continued on page 6) 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH

A Single Voice for Municipal IT
By Kathryn Bulko
President, MISA Ontario
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T
he MISA Ontario executive held a productive and
fun-filled strategic planning session in September
to formulate a plan for the next five years.

Resulting from this session was the establishment 
of seven major initiatives:

1. Enhance value to municipal IT professionals and
municipalities;

2. Foster collaboration and build a strong relationship
with the Province of Ontario;

3. Take MISA to the next level of a professional 
organization;

4. Create a vibrant National MISA;

5. Add value to mid-sized communities;

6. Create a sustainable funding model; and

7. Initiate communication and marketing and associate
member initiatives.

As you can see, we certainly have our work cut out
for us!  Although we came up with many more initiatives,
we agreed that, over the next few years, focusing on
these top seven strategies would be demanding
enough.

One of MISA’s most popular initiatives is the annual
conference, which wasn’t assigned a priority due to its
already overwhelming success!  It’s also one of my
favourites – the conference gives everyone from munici-
palities of all sizes an opportunity to network and share
ideas and solutions. Watch for more information on the
2004 conference in York Region, soon to posted on our
Web site www.misa.on.ca.

To carry out these initiatives, the following working
groups were established:

• MISA Canada

• Liaison with the Province 

• Professional Organization

• Value to Municipalities

• Communication and Marketing

• Program and Education

• Annual Conference.

By the end of this month, terms of reference and an
action plan for each working group will be in place.

Although these are the top priorities for MISA Ontario,
I can tell from attending the MISA BC Fall Conference in
Prince George in September that we are not alone. We
all want to be the centre for municipal best practices
when it comes to public-sector service delivery.

Another common initiative is the creation of a portal
on the MISA Web sites. Just as I feel our annual confer-
ences are a way to bring us altogether, so too are our
Web sites. All of us can benefit from each other’s best
practices, policies, requests for proposal calls and survey
results, to name just a few. Let’s make a concerted effort
to share this valuable information through our Web sites.

As we all read in the March 2003 issue of Municipal
Interface, MISA’s Prairie Chapter was formally established,
as was the Atlantic Chapter. We’re well on our way to
becoming the single voice for municipal IT. I’m sure our
working group focusing on MISA Canada will develop an
action plan to reach out to Quebec and the Territories.

MISA Ontario will continue to foster collaboration
and build a strong relationship with the Province of
Ontario throughout the next five years. We have made
much progress to date.

As you may remember, in 2001 MISA Ontario and the
Province of Ontario worked in partnership to publish the
very successful City Hall Online report. This report was
one of the five most popular e-government reports on
the World Bank’s Development Resource Gateway site in
March 2003.

Earlier this year, MISA also gained a seat on the Public
Sector Service Delivery Council. Our strong drive and
commitment to fostering collaboration with Ontario 
is the reason why this emerged as one of our highest
priorities in our strategic planning session.

As I stated earlier, we are not alone. Our goals are
your goals. Throughout the next five years, MISA will
strive to achieve these initiatives – and achieve our goal
of becoming the single voice for municipal IT.

kbulko@toronto.ca  ■
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M
unicipalities from Alberta
that hold regular meetings
on IT issues could provide

the core group of members for the
nascent MISA Prairie chapter.

Chapter President Peter Bennett
of Winnipeg reports that a member-
ship drive has been renewed as a

result of a breakfast meeting in
September at the MISA BC fall 
conference among a group of
Prairie delegates.

The delegates, led by Georganne
Dupont of the City of Airdrie, dis-
cussed how the chapter could build
upon the activities of a core group

such as the Alberta municipalities of
Red Deer, Medicine Hat, Lethbridge,
St. Albert and Airdrie. Their IT leaders
meet each quarter.

“We have been getting a good
response from Alberta municipali-
ties wanting to join MISA Prairie,”
Bennett said.

NOVEMBER 2003

MISA NEWS ACROSS CANADA

MISA BC Associate Members – 2003
MISA BC and its 86 municipal members are grateful for the support and participation of the following companies:

Access BC / BC Online
Alcatel Canada
AT&T Canada
Avocent Canada
ClientServ Technologies
CommVault Systems Canada
Dell Computer Corp.
Diamond Software
ESRI Canada Ltd.
eVerity Solutions
GDS and Associates Systems Ltd.
Global CADD Systems Corp.
DBA A.D.S

Hansen Information Technologies
Hummingbird Ltd.
IBM Canada Ltd.
Integrated Cadastral Society
Intergraph Canada Ltd.
Island Internet
J. JD Edwards
Kronos Computerized Time Systems
Lexmark Canada
MicroAge Bellamy Software
MicroAge Vancouver Office Technologies
Microserve

Miller Software Consulting
Navigata Communications
Panasonic Canada
Planetworks Consulting Corp.
PresiNET Systems
Synertech Systems Corp.
Syscom Consulting
TELUS 
Tempest Development Group
Teranet Enterprises
Vadim Computer Management Group
WinPat Software

MISA Ontario Members
Win Provincial Awards

T
wo municipal members of MISA
Ontario have received awards
from Showcase Ontario for

transforming public service through
the application of information 
technology.

The City of London and the
Region of Halton received Awards 
of Merit on September 9 at the
Metropolitan Toronto Convention
Centre, site of the fifth annual confer-
ence and exhibition recognizing
achievements in e-government by
the public sector in Ontario.

London’s award was in the cate-
gory of Serving Ontario’s Citizens
Better. London was the first munici-
pality in Ontario to implement a real-
time interactive voice-response system
for building-inspection processing.
The IVR system offers a self-serve
method of scheduling or cancelling
inspections, checking the status of
plan reviews, and obtaining and
posting inspection results.

The Region of Halton was recog-
nized in the Technology Innovation
category for its use of closed-circuit
television to inspect wastewater pipes.

Alberta Emerging as Support Centre for MISA Prairie

Atlantic Chapter
to Meet Nov. 21

M
unicipal IT leaders from the
Atlantic Provinces have
been invited to a round-

table meeting of MISA Atlantic on
November 21 in Fredericton.

The theme of the meeting –
“Today’s Challenges and a Strategic
Direction for Tomorrow” – will apply
as much to the Atlantic chapter as 
to municipalities, executive member
Maurice Gallant of Fredericton
reports. Despite recent collaborative
meetings among some municipalities,
the chapter remains unstructured.
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(Continued from page 1) 

Residents of the two cities can conduct a growing 
list of transactions through the portal –  or by using an
interactive voice-response system on the telephone –
including paying municipal bills and tickets, registering
for courses and renewing licences. Residents can register
for recreational services in each others’ cities.

The portal is maintained by the Smart Choices
Society of British Columbia, a non-profit corporation
with a board of directors responsible to the partners.

“The initiative has been funded well enough to be
completely isolated from the IT department,” Stephen
Smith, manager of information technology for Port
Moody, told Municipal Interface during the MISA BC Fall
Conference in Prince George. “We’ve occasionally been
involved to engineer the interfaces and things like that,
but that’s about it.

“Now, as it winds down, that is changing. We may 
see pieces of the project coming home.”

Smith said Smart Choices is the subject of debate 
in the region regarding whether its goals have been
achieved efficiently, and how it can carry on after the
three-year funding period ends. But responsibility for
managing the portal will probably devolve to the
municipalities from the project office.

“We are starting to realize that the Smart Choices
project team did a lot of things,” Smith remarked. “We
expect to absorb some of that work.”

Michel Labelle, network and client services supervisor
for the City of Coquitlam and a technical representative
to the Smart Choices Society, said the society’s future
business model is still being developed, but the cities
may support a small core group to provide day-to-day
management of the portal.

Labelle said the portal, though apparently the first 
of its kind in the world, is not revolutionary. Rather,
it supports the concept of shared services, which is
increasingly important in the governance of small and
mid-sized municipalities.

“Port Coquitlam, Port Moody and Coquitlam are
referred to as the Tri-Cities area, and there has always
been talk of potential amalgamation,” Labelle noted.

“By amalgamating services electronically and bringing
all these stakeholders together, we make the services
more cost-effective and add a lot of value. There is no
reason to amalgamate the municipalities politically if we
can do it economically.

“That is what’s revolutionary. We are protecting the
political freedom by getting rid of the economic reasons for
a higher-level government to impose amalgamation on us.”

Saanich Peninsula Project
The same motivation underlies the Saanich Peninsula
project involving the District of Central Saanich, the
District of North Saanich and the Town of Sidney.

The three municipalities, with a combined population
of about 40,000, issued a request for proposals in August
2003 for the development and hosting of a joint portal.

Steven Garner, information technology coordinator
for Central Saanich, said,“The thinking is, if we share 
services like this, we can work more efficiently and effec-
tively while still retaining our distinctive communities
without the need for amalgamation.”

This project is, however, much different from Smart
Choices. It will be paid for entirely locally, with an esti-
mated budget of roughly $75,000.

The three municipalities commissioned a feasibility
study for the project in 2002 from Island Internet Inc. of
Nanaimo. The study found common needs among the
citizens of all three municipalities for easy access to services
and updated information, combined with a wish to
retain the identity of their municipalities.

Island Internet estimated that it would cost the indi-
vidual municipalities three times as much to build their
own Web sites to accomplish these objectives, compared
with the cost of a shared portal.

The study found no precedent anywhere for building
such a shared portal but recommended that it would be
in the best interests of the municipalities to collaborate
on all aspects of site design, development and hosting.

“This would permit the Saanich Peninsula municipalities
to develop Web sites that will be the envy of other
municipalities, while providing the best value to their
taxpayers,” the study said.

John Carnell, IT/GIS coordinator for the District of
North Saanich, said details of the collaboration, such as 
a common content management solution and shared
hosting options, will be defined once the municipalities
have evaluated the 35 proposals received.

Some requirements, though, have been identified. The
municipalities want the portal to host three separate sites,
sharing common navigational fields and a template for
content, but accommodating a unique design for each
municipality.

“The three municipalities are closely knit, and it is
quite likely that people will visit all three sites,” Carnell
said. “Providing a common Web site template will benefit
the residents of all three municipalities and will also
enable each municipality to maintain its own identity.” ■

NOVEMBER 2003

Portals Support Shared-Services Concept



Gartner predicts that by 2004, unless organizations take defensive 
action, more than 50% of corporate and municipal email message 
traffic will be spam. 

67% of email administrators said the increasing volume of 
spam is an overwhelming, major or notable problem.

49% of end users said they received 10 or more spam messages 
per day.

Spam reduces productivity and exposes municipalities to legal 
liability.

UNIS LUMIN recommends NetIQ Marshall Content Security products to 
control spam, detect viruses and reduce legal liability. 

Visit us at www.unislumin.com and register for NetIQ's in-depth white 
paper entitled: "Controlling spam".  Learn about the growing problem 
spam is causing municipalities and how you can use policies and 
technology to control it. 

Want to talk to someone first?  Call us at (905) 847-6800 x 246.  We can 
help. 
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By Cheryl McKinnon

Hummingbird Ltd.

L
ocal governments across Canada are beginning to
realize that the management of electronic records
needs to be an integral part of an overall informa-

tion and knowledge-management strategy.

Communication with internal staff, external contractors
or suppliers, and the public often takes non-physical form
– e-mail, Web sites, online search databases, community
portals, digital photography, even voice messaging.

With the explosion of electronic documents being
created by and sent to government bodies, where does
an organization begin to create order out of the potential
chaos?  How do budget-strapped local governments
push to get the resources in order to address this funda-
mental shift in traditional records-keeping practices? 

Certain city and regional governments across British
Columbia and Ontario are developing strategies to 
manage electronic records, ranging from the formal and
council-approved, to the preliminary and unstructured.

Five such municipal/regional governments and one
provincial branch were interviewed for this article. The
cities of Langley, Richmond and Coquitlam in BC, along
with the regions of Niagara and York in Ontario shared
their experiences during a series of meetings held during
July 2003. Also interviewed was the Communications
Branch in the Ontario Ministry of Public Safety and
Security.

While each organization has articulated an awareness
of the critical nature of electronic records control within
the government sector, the six government bodies inter-
viewed were all at different stages of executing an 
electronic records-management (ERM) program.

Common Issues and Lack of Guidance
Regardless of the maturity of the electronic records-
management initiative, survey participants raised consis-
tent issues – the struggle for funding; the fight for senior
management and staff buy-in; finding the balance

between the technical and business-process require-
ments of a new system; and difficulties breaking down
knowledge silos within the organization.

What’s more, municipal and regional governments
often do not have clear guidance when it comes to how
and what to protect and manage. This is contrary to the
experience of the corporate sector, where the importance
of ERM has been front-page news, particularly since the
financial scandals of Enron, WorldCom and others.

Introduction of rigid guidelines for the preservation
and protection of electronic records affecting audits or
other financial data, such as the US Sarbanes-Oxley leg-
islation, clarifies many of the retention questions faced
by publicly traded companies. Canadian companies will
soon be facing an overhaul of their information man-
agement practices when the Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act expands its
coverage on January 1, 2004.

This said, provincial legislation in Ontario and British
Columbia does offer a basic starting point for local 
governments.

In British Columbia, key legislation includes the Local
Government Act as well as the Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy Act. The Local Government
Act identifies a baseline for records-management require-
ments. It specifies the responsibility of city managers to
keep accurate Council meeting minutes, make informa-
tion pertaining to agreements available, encourage
local history, and ensure compliance with FOI.

Ontario’s Municipal Act offers another starting
point: requirements to keep records open for public
inspection under the boundaries of the Municipal
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(MFIPPA), requirements to preserve and protect the
records of the municipality in a secure place, guidelines
for transfer of records to archival custodians, and rules
around the destruction of municipal records.

Despite this basic level of guidance, ultimately it is 
up to each local government to create an electronic-
records-management strategy, policy or initiative – and
implement it.

NOVEMBER 2003

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Protect, Manage and Preserve:
The Essentials of a Strategy
for Electronic Records Management
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Electronic Records
What constitutes an electronic record?  Many definitions
abound, all with the common theme of evidence of a
business decision. The City of Richmond in 2002 passed
a bylaw formally establishing a records program under
the direction of the city clerk. That bylaw defines a
record as “recorded information in any form or medium,
created or received in the transaction or conduct of
business, and kept as evidence of such activity.”

Defining a record as residing in “any form or medium”
opens the door to a reevaluation of records-management
practices in order to review retention, disposition and
protection of non-paper records.

Electronic records are created and received by local
governments each day. The City of Richmond, among
the earliest adopters of an electronic records/document
management (ERM/EDM) software system, has accumu-
lated more than a million categorized records since the
inception of the system in 1993. According to Heather
Gordon, records and information management analyst,
the City of Coquitlam adopted an ERM/EDM solution in
2001 and has since captured more than 125,000 elec-
tronic records created in more than a dozen file formats.

Municipal and regional governments have been
compelled to address ERM issues for a variety of reasons:
compliance with provincial legislation such as records-
management mandates, freedom of information and
privacy concerns; desire to achieve cost savings; internal
restructuring; or an information-management crisis that
pushes senior management to act.

Compliance Issues
Compliance with provincial legislation affecting records-
management practices was a commonly heard theme.
When asked why an ERM system had been adopted,
Gordon identified the passage of the 1994 BC Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act as a turning
point in pushing local governments to “take a more sys-
tematic approach to the care of their records.”

A thorough review of the City’s practices resulted in
the creation of a full-time records-management coordi-
nator with direct responsibility for FOI requests. A new
records retention and classification system was developed
and completed by January 2000. One deficiency of this
new system, according to Gordon, was that it did not
address the control of corporate electronic records.
While the new approach intended to address records
stored in any media type, there was no consistent way to

apply this discipline to electronic records. Duplication
proliferated, search and retrieval was cumbersome, and
there was limited control over retention and disposition
for electronic items. It became clear that technology
was required, and a solution was implemented in 2001.

Rod Hollick, regional clerk at the Region of Niagara,
echoed similar concerns – little control over the storage
of electronic information, data dispersed over local hard
drives, and network servers with no formal retention or
disposition rules governing the lifecycle of electronic
records.

Establish Business Rules
Hollick also emphasized the importance of establishing
business rules and best practices as an organization
moves into an ERM initiative. A common pattern he has
observed in regional governments is the lack of enforce-
ment that the Clerk’s office has over record-keeping
practices. In many cases, filing is left to the most junior
administrative staff in positions with a high degree of
turnover. Corporate memory disappears quickly, and a
lack of consistency makes information retrieval difficult
over time. Compliance with the Ontario MFIPPA legisla-
tion also became an issue two years ago. A renewed
need for reliable search and retrieval, plus the potential
manpower and dollar costs of FOI requests, underlined
the need to move into a more automated, structured
approach to information management.

The Region of York in Ontario, while not yet having
developed a formal ERM strategy, has taken the steps
necessary to move in that direction. According to Denis
Kelly, regional clerk, and Martin Shao, EDMS project
manager, a 1995 bylaw outlined records-classification
practices. Developed during a period of paper predomi-
nance, the bylaw has served as a solid starting point for
the regional government.

By 1998, the Commissioner of Corporate and Legal
Services with the support of the CAO had agreed to
move forward with a pilot program in ERM. A study 
conducted in September 2001 revealed practices that
were overly dependent on paper and led to unnecessary
duplication. As well, the issues of version control and
approval cycles raised concerns about the documents
that could be legally binding. Kelly also identified the
crisis of September 11 as a factor in accelerating interest
in moving away from a paper-intensive environment.
Disaster recovery and business continuity concerns
prompted a renewed interest in electronic-records man-
agement and its associated backup/restore advantages.

NOVEMBER 2003

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
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More than an IT Initiative
Most of the organizations interviewed for this article
had either executed or were about to execute an ERM
implementation plan. All were using an off-the-shelf
records-management solution or had chosen to cus-
tomize a document-management solution to accommo-
date record-specific requirements. Implementing
ERM/EDM technology is more than purely an IT initia-
tive. A common challenge identified by several organi-
zations was to understand the requirements beyond the
purely technical installation issues.

A review of classification schemes to accommodate
electronic records, understanding how business processes
might change with the implementation of technology,
and the essential partnership between records and IT
professionals are all lessons learned by the governments
interviewed. The rollout of any new desktop system is
essentially an IT project, but stakeholders responsible for
record- keeping procedures and legislative compliance
need to remain in the forefront.

End-user acceptance of a new technology and effective
training techniques are critical to gaining the buy-in of
city and regional staff. Ken Young and Dovelle Buie of
the City of Richmond emphasized the importance of
user training – not just which buttons to push, but an
inclusion of the underlying business rules.

Funding
The battle to fund ERM/EDM initiatives is also a common
challenge faced by governments at all levels. ERM often
has to compete with other line of business applications.
Unless ERM can be positioned as a mission-critical 
practice, difficulties in finding and maintaining funds will
persist. Other priorities, such as roads amd sewers, are
more easily communicated to citizens and businesses.

“There are no votes in records,” Hollick says.

Nevertheless, several consistent themes emerged
from those organizations who have realized their objec-
tives. Persistence, top-down management support, user
training and buy-in, and the willingness to learn from
early failures are all characteristic of the sites that have
achieved success.

Commitment and Top Management Support
Though speaking from a provincial rather than local
government perspective, Dean Hustwick, assistant direc-
tor, Communications Branch for the Ontario Ministry of
Public Safety and Security, credits determination and
focus as the key to its success with ERM.

Initial technical difficulties had soured some users on
the concept of an ERM system, but a focused cross-func-
tional pilot group was able to steer past the hurdles
until the appropriate solution was implemented. A team
representing IT, records, business planning and commu-
nications worked closely to understand the technical,
functional and legislative requirements that needed to
be met by a new system.

Acknowledging that in a broad sense “records manage-
ment has not progressed to the electronic age,”Hustwick’s
team adopted a mandate of being on the cutting edge
of ERM within government and is now viewed as a
champion for such projects within provincial ministries.

The support of top management is also key to the
success of an ERM initiative. Generally coming from the
City or Regional Clerk’s office, a clear directive explain-
ing the importance of electronic records’ capture, con-
trol and preservation must be communicated to the
knowledge workers creating and receiving such data.

Realizing value from the search, retrieval, version control
and security functions of an ERM is contingent on con-
sistent and widespread use. Mandating the use of a
shared repository for electronic documents and records
by senior management is essential to achieving results.

Coquitlam’s Heather Gordon describes an example of
such payback, when staff were faced with a requirement
to pull copies of bylaws from the early 1970s as part of a
third-party legal action. Under the old paper-based sys-
tem, she estimates it would have taken days of manual
searching of file boxes and photocopying. Under the
City’s “CEDMS” ERM solution, the search and retrieval
took only a couple of hours.

“The project also would have failed without senior
management’s desire and commitment to implement
such a comprehensive system across the organization,”
she says. “Over time and with training, most users have
come to recognize, appreciate and even champion its
usefulness.”

Where to Start?
Where does a local government start in its quest to
develop an ERM strategy? Participants identified critical

NOVEMBER 2003
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Directives by senior 
management are essential
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elements, including needs analysis, planning, and com-
munication with cities/regions with similar requirements.

A needs analysis has to cover a wide range of
requirements, and city staff must look inward and 
outward to understand their current situation. What
technical architecture is in place?  This basic IT under-
standing is critical to select an ERM solution that fits
with current operating systems, networks, databases 
and office tools.

What legislative requirements does the city or region
need to fulfill?  Involvement of legal staff or records 
professionals is essential to assess the legislative respon-
sibilities that government workers have toward records
created and received during the course of their work.

Planning Essential

Planning is critical to the success of any project, and an
ERM initiative is no different. Governments need to look
beyond the resources needed for a proof-of-concept
and look at budget planning, training requirements and
a communication/change management plan.

Change management is the one element that each
participant wished had been better addressed. An
ERM/EDM can profoundly change the assumptions made
about information created at the desktop. Electronic
information is now stored, managed and categorized
with more corporate involvement and less ad-hoc user
involvement. This can be a difficult mind-shift for some
knowledge workers.

Top-down support for a new model of information
sharing and protection must be communicated consis-
tently and positively during the transition phase, until
users begin to see value for themselves. As part of a 
continuous training and communication plan, the City of
Richmond has developed REDMS Update, a newsletter
that communicates successes, tips and tricks, and other
helpful hints to users.

Denis Kelly at the Region of York also emphasizes the
need for the organization to be aware of other forms of
change. As governments begin to embrace ERM tech-
nologies and other form of advanced information man-
agement, the skill sets needed in the records centre
also need to change. The very function of the records
manager is changing as electronic records surpass paper
as the lifeblood of the organization.

To this end, continuing education and participation 
in professional organizations such as ARMA

(www.arma.org), MISA or AIIM (www.aiim.org), among
others, will expose records administrators to cutting-edge
technologies and industry trends.

Talk to Your Peers

The final piece of advice offered by the participants in
this article?  Talk to your peers. Seek out other local 
governments with a similar population base, staffing
level and revenue stream, and find out how they have
approached the topic of ERM.

Rod Hollick at the Region of Niagara feels strongly
that the Region’s initial research benefited from talking
to peers both in and outside of Ontario. Hearing the
lessons learned by earlier adopters permitted them to
steer clear of some of the typical pitfalls and validate 
initial plans. Site visits, telephone discussions and partici-
pation in technology user group meetings, where 
available, are all effective venues for information sharing
and knowledge transfer among governments facing
ERM challenges.

Exposure to Risk

Despite the advances being made toward awareness 
of ERM within municipal governments, there remain
areas of concern. Some small local governments have
given little or no thought to the exposure they risk if 
an ERM strategy is ignored. While perhaps not requiring 
a formal ERM product due to smaller volumes of 
electronic information generated and received, their 
liabilities and responsibilities for compliance are still
important.

When the storage and destruction of electronic data
is entirely dependent on IT staff with little or no input
from a records professional, these smaller organizations
risk exposure, should a Freedom of Information request
be filed and poor record-keeping practices revealed.

Clearly, this is an area where guidance and awareness
need to be communicated by role models such as larger
cities and regional governments. Organizations such as
MISA and ARMA play an important role in acting as a
conduit for such knowledge sharing through publications,
seminars and conferences.

Cheryl McKinnon is product manager, government 
solutions with Hummingbird Ltd., an associate member 
of MISA Ontario. For more information on electronic
records management, please contact CanadianInfo@
hummingbird.com. ■
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Integrated Geometric System
Takes GIS One Step Further
By Ian Lucas

Direct IT Canada

G
eographical information systems (GIS) are quickly
becoming an essential asset and work management
tool, changing the way that municipal enterprises

locate, view, and make use of spatial, asset and work data.

In Ontario, because the new Municipal Act calls for
municipalities to track minimum maintenance standards
and implement patrolling, it is all the more advantageous
to implement electronic asset-management systems
linked to GIS and work-management applications.

Emerging as the industry leader for implementing a
full GIS solution is the Sault Ste. Marie Innovation Centre
– SSMIC. This non-profit organization won the 2003 Best
Municipal GIS Gold Award from the Ontario Chapter 
of the Urban and Regional Information Systems
Association for its integrated geometric system (IGS).

To develop its IGS solution, SSMIC began by forming
an unprecedented strategic partnership with both the
municipality and the Public Utilities Commission of Sault
Ste. Marie, to share information and resources.

“The goal from the onset of the project was to develop
a network tool to assist all departments in the efficient
retrieval, reproduction and analysis of spatially related
municipal infrastructure,” says Patrick Planting, applied
systems coordinator, Engineering. “Four years later, all
departments are seeing the benefits of the true enter-
prise-wide GIS solution.”

Together with EDS Canada, ESRI Canada and J. D.
Barnes Ltd., SSMIC has designed, developed and imple-
mented a proprietary IGS that is an enterprise-wide
solution. SSMIC also worked with Direct IT Canada to
link its solution directly to the work-order management,
achieving immediate results for both the City’s Public
Works department and the PUC.

At a basic level, SSMIC’s solution links governments’
and public utilities’ existing corporate systems, such as
finance, work management, property assessment and
customer information, to the IGS database. This database
represents information such as land base, building,
administration, transportation, water, wastewater, electrical
and telecom information.

Taking the GIS system one step further, the IGS solution
links work orders directly to the relevant geographical
databases through Direct IT Canada’s Work Manager
software. This means that users can also access hyper-
linked documents such as engineering plans, digital
photos, intersection drawings and sewer service lateral
records. The application also permits users to capture
data that was previously stored in a number of locations,
thus ensuring that all available data is available to the
user immediately and with much less effort.

“Several important applications that have been created
are having an immediate impact on our day-to-day work
activities,” says Planting.

SSMIC has developed a logical cluster of applications
giving enhanced GIS functionality to all IGS users. The
applications designed include Batch Plotting, Hyperlinks,
Link Manager, Geometric Network Tracing Functions,
Outage Reporting for Utilities Distribution, Routing and
Events Management on the Transportation model.

They have several advantages:

• Batch Plotting – Permits the automatic production of
different operational maps used by an organization,
like topographic, field operation or zoning.

• Hyperlinks – A powerful mechanism to attach multi-
media files to any geographic feature included in the
geodatabase.

• Link Manager – A generic interface enabling linkage
to Work Management Software with the IGS.

• Geometric Network Tracing Functions – Advanced
functions that enhance the standard network tracing
capabilities of the system.

• Outage Reporting for Utilities Distribution – Tools to
analyze and report on service outage for water, electric
and telecommunication distribution.

• Routing on Transportation – Creates routes on the
transportation network.

• Events on Transportation – Creates events on the
transportation network.

“GIS applications in our Works department provide
us with improved access to the technical information
necessary in the repair or maintenance of municipal



facilities,” explains Jim Smithers, manager of systems and
training, Public Works and Transportation Department.

“One important application that was created is our
GIS viewer,” adds Planting. “This basic mapping interface
delivers all of our data to all levels of staff and is used
daily for quick information inquiries. Our hyper-linking
functionality also permits users to view scanned docu-
ments quickly and then print them from their location.”

With the IGS system, users benefit immediately from
the ability to:

• Access data quickly;

• Geographically locate data;

• Integrate different types of corporate data;

• Execute geographical queries;

• Maintain up-to-date data; and

• Cooperate with other strategic corporate solutions.

“Work planning processes are generally improved 
by the instant and effortless retrieval of information,

which might be too laborious to obtain manually,” says
Jim Smithers.

The workgroup, led by project manager Paul Beach, has
worked closely with EDS Canada Inc., ESRI Canada, J. D.
Barnes Ltd. and Direct IT Canada, each partner providing
its own expertise to the project.

• EDS Canada Inc. was involved in the beginning stages
as the IT project manager, conducting systems analysis
and software development.

• ESRI Canada provided software required for the GIS
solution and modeling assistance.

• J. D. Barnes Ltd. was instrumental in capturing field
data and handled the conversion of paper engineering
plans to digital GIS formats.

• Direct IT Canada supplied the work-order-manage-
ment software called Work Manager. Linking Work
Manager directly to GIS increases the ability to access
data from various sources.

“This project proves the value of the product and the
expertise resident in the team that developed it,” says
David Williamson, business manager at SSMIC. “It also
proves the value of partnerships, which enabled us to
move the product out to market, in turn helping us to
position Sault Ste. Marie as a hub for GIS in Ontario.”

SSMIC and two of its partners, EDS Canada and J. D.
Barnes, have been retained to assist Halton Region in
the implementation of several IGS data models beginning
with Water Distribution, Sewer Collection, Storm Water
Collection and Transportation.

“The SSMIC model permits governments and public
utilities to see the benefits of a project, including the
ability to maintain up-to-date data, data accuracy, control
data security and integrity, as well as cooperate with
other strategic corporate solutions,”says Eric Boere, project
manager, Regional Municipality of Halton.

To meet everyone’s needs and functionality require-
ments, municipal governments need to implement GIS
at both a strategic and an operational level. This goal
cannot be achieved without solid partnerships – as
SSMIC has found. And, as it develops new and enhanced
GIS functionality within the flexible boundaries of the
integrated geomatics system, building these partnerships
is even more important.

Ian Lucas is president of Direct IT Canada, an associate
member of MISA Ontario, which provides service-delivery
management systems for North American local 
governments and utilities. He can be reached at 
ilucas@directitcanada.com. ■
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Managing Technology:
Kitchener’s System Tracks It All
By Mike Hausser
City of Kitchener, Ontario

T
echnology has become a critical enabler for many
business functions within most organizations. We
need to recognize that the software and hardware

that make up this technology are assets. They require
acquisition, installation, support, maintenance and dispo-
sition. They are no different from many of the assets we
think of traditionally in municipal government, such as
roads, sewers, buildings and land.

As the components of our technology increase in
numbers, the point is reached at which these assets can
no longer be managed without some method and effort
in tracking them. Your ability to manage them is depen-
dent on the information you are able to maintain about
them. Making the best possible decisions about how to
deploy what you have and develop an effective mainte-
nance and replacement program is much easier to do if
you have a reliable inventory of what you have and infor-
mation about the extent to which those assets are used.

A number of tools are available in the industry that
identify and monitor various devices. These tools range
from very simple to very complex, with an equally wide
range of associated cost and support.

Kitchener staff recently conducted a review of the
information ideally needed to make decisions about our
technology. After looking at a variety of scenarios expe-
rienced over a seven-year period, we identified four
major groupings of technology as priorities:

1) Database

2) Hardware

3) Software

4) Service/support/maintenance agreements.

Our first approach was to develop a list of questions
that staff or management have had over the years –
questions that have resulted in either a lot of work to
determine the answer or that required estimates. We
then investigated what information would be required 
to support the answers to those questions.

At this point, we identified what information could be
acquired through automation vs. manual data entry. We
found that, although a substantial amount of information
was available through various tools, manual data entry was
still required in many areas. Much of the manual record
keeping could be replaced using available technology.

Here is a summary of each area that we identified 
as a priority.

Database

Kitchener operates 12 database servers of work group
class size. On these database servers, we operate 15 
production databases and 18 test/development data-
bases. With this number of databases and servers, we
have had to find ways to load balance, manage storage,
ensure accessibility, and maintain security across all
servers/databases.

We have investigated and evaluated a number of 
different commercial products over the past few years.
While each product had its strengths, we found that they
either lacked some key features or simply provided a
nice “control room” interface with information already
available through standard operating-system level or
database-level queries (provided you know how to
access it).

We are fortunate to have DBA staff who are highly
knowledgeable in the database technology and the
operating systems. While the control-room perspective
looked impressive at first glance, it did not generally pro-
vide the information that we needed. In some cases, the
product was fully capable of doing what we wanted, but
the cost of deploying the technology for all the database
servers and instances was prohibitive. In addition, the
configuration of the tools to extract the information we
wanted was a significant effort.

In the end, we decided to build our own central
repository that housed a wide variety of server and database
information pertaining to performance, database object
inventory/change detection, logon tracking, session
tracking and resource utilization (including memory,
disks and cpu). The repository is maintained via a series
of standard procedures that are executed on a schedule
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connected to each database, and extract information
from the database system. A series of scheduled operating-
system tasks gather information about the server’s
resource utilization.

Some information must still be entered manually,
such as new database instances, new plans that support
production or business applications, new database
servers, a list of permissible connections to each production
schema, e-mail addresses for notifications of various
“events,” and the schedule of various processes to support
the repository and various business applications.

While this system does not have an attractive control-
room interface, it does provide a great deal of information
to help us ensure that databases are available and running
at peak performance, and that security is maintained.
Staff is automatically notified via e-mail for the following
events (not all are listed here):

• When any table/index from any production schema
exceeds 90-per-cent capacity of reserved space;

• When any table/index/procedure/function is modified
in a production schema;

• When a new database object is created in a 
production schema;

• When someone connects to a database using a non-
approved machine/database/osuser/dblogon/software
combination (for example, if anyone connects to a
specified database using MSAccess or SQL*Plus);

• When a database is unavailable for connections;

• When a database server CPU utilization exceeds 
70-per-cent average over a five-minute period;

• When a database disk begins to experience
read/write errors;

• When a database server is running low on disk space;

• Daily reports listing the worst performing SQL state-
ments of the day;

• Weekly reports listing database and database-server
performance statistics for the week;

• Monthly reports showing database growth.

In addition, many reports are available to ensure that
software licensing (concurrent or seat licence models are
accommodated) is at appropriate levels, as well as identi-
fying the key users of each system.

This collection of O/S scripts and database-information
extraction procedures was built in 2002 and has resulted
in our ability to manage a large number of databases
and database servers. It is now a very rare occurrence to

have unscheduled database down time – DBAs are notified
of almost all possible problems in advance and are able
to resolve the problem online or schedule a maintenance
shutdown the next evening.

Overall performance is much higher because we are
able to identify necessary changes to parameters on the
O/S or the database based on captured interval perfor-
mance measurements. In the past, if you did not happen
to catch the database in the act of poor performance,
you would not be able to identify the problem. Load 
balancing is achieved with more effectiveness – we know
we have enough information to see if moving a particular
database instance from one server to another will result
in positive performance for that instance (and others).

We are now able to identify immediately when unex-
pected database connections are made that may com-
promise security/data integrity of any production database.
In addition, we can ensure that the necessary staff is noti-
fied when a database object is changed in a production
plan. This ensures that things are not done ad-hoc by
developers/vendors or other staff who may have acquired
access to production plans.

Staff now know when database level processes have
failed, and a log is available showing various details
about each execution of those processes.

The ability to know which SQL statements were the
worst on any given day enables us to work with developers
of applications/reports to improve the execution of these
statements. In many cases, this has resulted in huge 
performance increases, not only of these particular state-
ments but for the application and database as a whole,
since other simultaneous processes are not hampered by
a small number of poor performing SQL statements.

Hardware
Kitchener has more than 700 PCs in more than 15 loca-
tions. Over the years, a number of attempts have been
made to keep an inventory of PCs and warranty infor-
mation, as well as identify who the PC was assigned to,
what software was installed on the PC, and what
devices were attached. These attempts included manual
inventories, semi-automated scripts, logon scripts and
manual installation logs.

While each attempt did work and an inventory was
accomplished, we found that it was difficult to maintain
accuracy. Things simply changed too frequently, and
inaccuracies in the information resulted in additional
effort double-checking the information each time a 
decision had to be made for one or more PCs.
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We also realized that manual data entry of PC infor-
mation was simply not realistic, given the number of PCs
and devices that we had to manage. Again, we spent
some time looking at the questions we had had over the
years. A number of tools are commercially available that
identify devices connected to the network and extract
information about those devices. We found that, while
there was a wide variety of tools to choose from, very
few were able to directly write the information into an
Oracle database (our standard) that would be able to
contribute to our central IT database.

In addition, there were few that were able to go to
the level of tracking software that was executed on a PC
even if the software wasn’t actually installed on that PC
(i.e. a 100-per-cent network install – no local registry
entries or files on the PC).

We found and purchased a commercial product to
“sense” the PCs on the network, identify characteristics
of the PCs, the software installed on each PC, the software
executed on the PC, and the users of the PC. While this
technology will provide us with the inventory of PCs and
software in use, it does not provide the necessary purchase
information to deal with warranties.

As such, manual data entry is still necessary to record
the PCs as they are received. At that time, a permanent
identifier is attached to the case of the PC. When the
O/S is installed, the PC name is assigned the same as the
identifier on the case. This enables us to connect the
purchase information with the information collected
through automation. In addition, there are a number of
tools available to track the print jobs submitted to all
printers. This information will enable staff to identify
printers that have low-volume use and are candidates
for redeployment.

Software
Kitchener has more than 150 different software 
products that are installed on PCs. The need to track
purchased licences vs. what is installed/executed is an
important part of managing software.

Information about purchased software licences 
cannot be sensed using any kind of technology. This
requires manual data entry as new licences are acquired.
A simple balance sheet of licences was designed that
maintains an accurate inventory of licences for particular
software through new purchases, upgrades, competitive
upgrades and licence-model changes.

Business applications are of particular concern as
they directly support business processes and record
business transactions in databases. The intent is to
record basic information about the application, the 

business processes that the application handles, contact
information, a record of all interfaces (in and out), the
associated data models, databases supporting the appli-
cation, a listing of the available documents, installation
instructions, and reports that the system produces.

Having this information in one place for all business
systems will improve the ability of IT staff to support
these systems as well as provide a basis of requirements
when a system is to be replaced.

Maintenance/Support Agreements
Support and maintenance agreements are an important
aspect of keeping software up to date and ensuring that
hardware is operational. Ensuring that these 
agreements are renewed before they expire becomes a
challenge as the number of these contracts increase.

Experience has shown that relying on different 
staff for specific agreement renewals does not always
work – people don’t plan vacations around agreement
renewals, and they can easily forget one if they are busy
with a project.

Conclusion – Advantages of Single Database
Using the approach of using a number of inexpensive
tools, we can automatically populate and maintain infor-
mation about PCs, printers, databases and software.
While we still require some manual data entry, it is small
in comparison to the information we can gain electroni-
cally. Having all the information in a single database
enables a variety of reporting that will be used as input
for decisions on how to best deploy what technology
we have available to us.

The ability to protect our systems and ensure compli-
ance with software-licence usage levels provides
Kitchener with a high level of due diligence. The ability
to systematically identify and correct performance
issues across all databases enables us to provide a much
higher level of service given the hardware available to us.

Although it’s difficult to estimate the return on
investment, we have already seen savings from the parts
currently in place – such as a reduced need for additional
database servers and reduced staff overtime – because
issues are identified much earlier. Even more importantly,
customers are considerably happier about their systems’
performance, which has drastically reduced complaints
and unscheduled system downtimes.

Mike Hausser is manager of database administration and
geographic information services, Information Technology -
Strategic Services, with the City of Kitchener. He can be
reached at mike.hausser@city.kitchener.on.ca. ■
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By Norah Prior
Prior + Prior Associates Ltd.

T
he management of physical assets by municipalities
is a significant challenge – whether the assets are on
the right-of-way, individual  facilities or city-owned

land. Asset management is the focus of all levels of 
government.

In the US, GASB34 insists that all public sector organi-
zations be prepared to report on the value of their
assets on a year-over-year basis, and develop a sound
investment program to rehabilitate or reconstruct these
assets to meet defined service levels. In Ontario, the
Ministry of Transportation is working on a program to
develop a wide range of “tools” to measure, report on,
value and invest in transportation infrastructure –
including roads, bridges, ferries and airports. As a result
of the Walkerton situation, the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment has put forward two major pieces of legis-
lation to address water supply and water treatment
aimed at safe drinking water.

While many speak to the need for a more compre-
hensive asset-management program, few have defined
the major requirements in a way that can be understood
and applied. There a number of key factors to be 
considered, including:

• Organizational commitment

• Setting goals and objectives

• Collection of inventory data

• Establishing life cycles by infrastructure type

• Setting a baseline

• Monitoring costs

• Later establishing service levels.

The diagram at right depicts at a high level the life
cycle of public works assets and the information flows
between the key stages.

Why doesn’t this picture work?  The gaps – data or
data relationships – are missing or inaccurate in many
cases. A gap analysis points up the following issues:

• Difficulty in sharing information

• Lack of a feedback cycle to report on the various 
levels of performance

• Lack of standards, such as addresses

• Lack of tools, methodology, practices

• Lack of performance measures and service levels

• The absence of an organizational focus.

Clearly there are a number of discrete tools that will
enhance the ability of any municipality to manage its
assets. Then why is it that integration is so high profile? 

Most of these gaps or requirements can be traced to
a lack of information, or information in an appropriate
context. More careful analysis suggests that improving
asset management is about providing feedback
throughout the life cycle process, from planning and
design to maintenance and operations.

There are at least three elements to this feedback
cycle that can be difficult to satisfy – determining the
costs (and future budgets) and an acceptable level of
performance and risk. Each must contribute to the overall
accountability of an asset-management program.
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How does integration fit in?
The most common automated tool necessary to manage
a wide range of municipal assets is a maintenance man-
agement system (MMS). Integration is frequently
required with the corporate financial system, with HR/
Payroll, customer-relationship management systems
(CRM), the Web and with GIS.

There are a number of integration issues with regard
to the three elements of the feedback cycle.

Costs

Accumulating accurate costs in most public works orga-
nizations means integrating their
work order system (MMS) with the
financial system, as a minimum. By
implementing a download from the
HR application to get accurate
hourly rates with an upload to
Payroll, the MMS system has more
accurate data to cost activities.

Integration also reduces the
duplication of effort with regard to timesheet entry.
Purchasing, general ledger and accounts payable are other
potential points of integration that are frequently
requested. Purchasing, particularly, is often a high priority
with facilities and fleet operations.

Even with these interfaces, securing accurate and timely
financial data can be affected by the lag in processing of
invoices for goods or services. Using the cost or project
accounting modules of the organization’s financial system
instead of an independent maintenance management
application can avoid many of these integration issues
but creates some different gaps, such as preventative
maintenance planning and asset inventory updates.

Performance

How well is the asset performing?  Is it achieving the
desirable service levels?  Setting service levels and per-
formance standards is one of the first steps to measuring
performance. The second is ensuring that the basic
operational systems (usually work-order applications)
collect the necessary information.

Satisfying these requirements is easier to accomplish
when the service-request module and work-order module
come from the same software suite/ vendor. Other times
it requires integration with the corporate service request
system. Many interfaces such as service request are two
communications – one to feed the request to the operating
group, the other to supply the outcome back to the
client. For facilities, such as water and sewer treatment or

solid waste disposal, pulling together other performance-
related data requires integration with SCADA or weigh
station software.

Risk management

Risk management is the other side of the performance
coin, monitoring the adherence to minimum perfor-
mance standards, regulatory requirements, staffing and
supervisory levels, and other health and safety measures.
For the most part the same systems provide the informa-
tion needed to manage risk in public sector operations,
but consolidating data from many sources is frequently

so challenging that many organiza-
tions manage the information
manually. One key element of risk
management is knowing the status
of the physical infrastructure,
ensuring that is maintained on 
an appropriate schedule to reduce
the risk to staff, the public and the
environment.

Integration with GIS

Integration with GIS cuts across all three elements,
offering more efficient service delivery and potentially
more effective performance, as it provides a number of
simple, yet efficient methods for tracking complaints and
events, such as water main breaks, serious road degrada-
tion, water sampling tests and so on.

GIS permits staff to assess the concentration of com-
plaints or events that indicates a more serious problem.
While tabular systems contain the data, GIS provides a
visualization tool to analyze less obvious causes that 
may be associated with location, tenancy, and state of 
a particular area of infrastructure.

Other systems integrate with GIS to provide more 
reliable and repeatable functions, such as location of 
hazardous wastes, tracking spills or illegal dumping in
the storm water system, routing and other analytical
functions for fire, ambulance and police. GIS is a work-
horse once the underlying spatial frameworks and tabular
systems have been implemented.

The World Wide Web

The Internet is today’s star. Most municipalities have
begun preparations to use the Web as a focus for cus-
tomer service, information sharing, event management
and e-commerce. There a now a number of municipali-
ties running Web-enabled customer service applications,
most of which do not require any funds transfer.

Few municipalities
manage assets

enterprise-wide



In these cases, integration with asset management
systems via the Web is currently mostly a one way 
communication, with service requests being collected
through the municipal Web site and funneled to a CRM
application or service-request module attached to a
back-office application.

The interfaces for Web-enabled transaction processing
applications, such as parking tags payments, licensing
and permitting, are much wider, interacting with a 
range of departmental transaction processing systems
and a specialized interface to a banking system that 
collects and remits the funds on behalf of the munici-
pality. Integration in the case of e-commerce involves 
a number of applications at different stages of the 
processing.

Developing an asset-management program is a major
undertaking requiring a strategic plan, yearly action
plans, mission-critical operational systems such as MMS,
and a heightened sense of awareness that managing
municipal assets is clearly a balancing act.

Most larger municipalities have already made the
investment in enterprise financial systems and in 
maintenance management or work- order applications.
Few have graduated to developing the systems or the
organizational culture necessary to make the trade offs
between asset types within or across various types of
infrastructure. There is now software on the market that
permits municipalities to begin this journey.

The next challenge is putting asset management 
into an organizational context. Some organizations pull
together a specialized team to conduct the trade off
analysis and develop the capital budgets.

Others are looking at overlaying a process manage-
ment framework to the more conventional functional
organization structure to provide a more palatable
approach to managing across organizational silos.

More on the organizational aspect in future articles.

Norah Prior is a principal of Prior + Prior Associates Ltd., an
associate member of MISA Ontario. She can be reached at
nprior@rogers.com. ■
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Ask for Michelle Carty x.206
or Lori Hawkins Tsekouras x.244

877/66triOS 905/542-0656

www.trios.com

triOS is the leading Canadian partner for Microsoft, providing key learning
solutions and managed support options focused on Microsoft's .NET Strategy.
We support your team with end-to-end knowledge transfer solutions.

triOS was voted #1 Microsoft Training Centre in 
Canada for 2001 and 2002! triOS is a Microsoft
Gold Partner for Learning Solutions and
Gold Partner for Support focused on

providing innovative learning solutions and Microsoft
Authorized Premier Support to Corporations, Computer Channel
Partners and individuals. Our experienced team develops
solutions based on customer needs. We deliver public, private

and customized training solutions for both Microsoft technical and application
classes. We offer leading-edge technical support on Microsoft business
systems and the unique proactive response of a "Managed Support Program."
We are committed to the delivery of expert "Knowledge Exchange" to your IT
teams…from our innovative learning solutions to our personal service technical
support options.
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How City of Mississauga Protects
Its Critical Information Services

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

By Rod Reichstein 
City of Mississauga, Ontario

M
ississauga, Ontario – a city of approximately
600,000, just west of Toronto – ranks as
Canada’s sixth largest city and a municipal

leader in information technology. The City has a long-
standing commitment to a highly computerized govern-
ment infrastructure. Its information technology infra-
structure extends to about 85 satellite sites around the
city, including fire stations, libraries, public works facilities
and community centres, all tied into a centralized IT
department.

Storage management software plays an important
role in protecting critical municipal information services.

Data Management and Storage Environment
The City’s computer population includes approximately 33
Novell servers, 113 Microsoft Windows NT/Windows
2000 servers, and 18 Hewlett-Packard HP/UX servers,
supporting 2,500 desktops. The sites are tied together
by a dedicated fibre cable network. Key sites are also tied
to City Hall over a gigabit Ethernet backbone, providing
dual homing in some cases, for redundant connectivity
in case of a failure in the fibre cable.

UNIX servers (HP/UX) hold Oracle databases, including
SAP and PeopleSoft databases, as well as several 
in-house applications. Windows servers run applications
and are front ends for many other applications, including
PeopleSoft applications. For example, the in-house
developed tax system runs on an Oracle database 
with a Windows 2000 front end using Redwood software
for batch scheduling. The main file system is Novell,
and the e-mail system is GroupWise running on 
Novell servers.

The IT department has 102 people in its core group
located in City Hall. The core team is responsible for
front-end helpdesk and dispatching, client training,
desktop configuration management, development, net-
work support, back-office server support and operations,
and system integration. About 20 IT people also work in
various departments, providing desktop-level support.

Data storage on the system is primarily server-
attached RAID, total capacity of approximately two-
and-one-half terabytes. The HP/UX servers use native
UNIX backup utilities and back up to a StorageTek 
DLT tape library and local drives over 100mb and 
gigabit Ethernet. The Novell servers use CommVault
Galaxy storage management software, backing up 
to a Dell LTO library. The Windows servers are in 
transition, migrating from the current backup product 
to Galaxy.

Keeping Critical Services Running Smoothly 

Virtually all of the City’s services are heavily dependent on
computer systems, and all staff in City departments
depend on the computer system to do their jobs.

No service is more important to a community than 
its Fire Division of the Community Services Department,
and that fact is reflected in the City’s data protection
strategy for the division. While IT houses all the data
that supports all departments, the Fire Division has three
servers at different locations, for redundancy. In case of
any sort of disaster, the fire department must be sure it
still has access to their computers for dispatching vehicles
and for the critical information stored on them (includ-
ing locations of buildings and locations of dangerous
chemicals.).

In addition, as a municipal government, Mississauga
has a legal obligation to protect a wide range of data,
from tax records to public safety information.

Searching for an Enterprise Solution 

Starting in the late 1990s (when it was making a transition
from mainframe to UNIX systems in preparation for Y2K),
the IT department started looking for an integrated,
enterprise-wide backup solution.

While a few alternatives were investigated, none really
answered Mississauga’s needs, with the result that, by
late 2001, the City still did not have an enterprise-wide
backup solution. The HP/UX servers were backed up
using native UNIX backup utilities, and the Windows and
Novell servers were backed up using another solution.
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Data Lost with Current Backup Solution

Backups of Novell servers with the current supplier had
been working fine, but the IT team started seeing prob-
lems in the fall of 2001. Minor at first, the problems bal-
looned to the point that a backup report would indicate
that a backup had been successfully completed, but in
fact the material could not be retrieved with any degree of
reliability. Backup tapes with nothing on them – that
was an understandably frightening scenario.

Another major problem arose when that the software
company was not responsive to Mississauga’s plight and
seemed reluctant to support their product. At the same
time, however, the vendor wanted to sell its enterprise
solution. This begged the question: Why invest in the
enterprise solution when there was little or no support
for the product currently in use?

Enterprise Solution

With the backup problem not being solved with the
existing vendor, the IT team set out to come up with a new
solution. The team worked closely with a local vendor,
Infinity Technologies, Inc., a Mississauga-based storage
system integrator and an authorized value-added
reseller for CommVault Systems Canada (both companies
are associate members of MISA Ontario).

CommVault appeared to have what was needed, plus
they were interested in working with the City to place
their product for it to try. Using a lab with at least one of
each of the systems in it, Galaxy software was brought in
to back up and restore files in the test environment. The
team was able to back up Novell, UNIX and Windows
servers, read files, and restore files, with the result that
CommVault was recommended.

The move to Galaxy has paid off.

The worst problem was in backing up the Novell
servers, so the first step was to put Galaxy agents on all
33 Novell servers. The results have been excellent.

Incremental backups are conducted daily, with full
backups on the weekend. The dailies are sent off-site to
the disaster recovery site. The AUX Copy capability of
Galaxy is used to make a copy of the weekly full backup,
which is then sent to the off-site commercial storage
company.

Backups are now done reliably, on schedule and
much faster. Some of the Novell servers back up over
100 MB/s Ethernet, and some back up over gigabit
Ethernet, so performance varies. Overall, however,

Galaxy does the job in half the time the old backup
product tool did.

Backups that used to take all weekend are now com-
pleted by mid-day on Saturday. The full backup used to
take 26 to 28 hours – now it’s done in 15 hours.

Reliability and Support

John Abate of Infinity Technologies works closely with
the City IT department and sees a dramatic turnaround
in terms of reliability.

“First of all,” he points out,“you just have to look at
the error logs to see that there are far, far fewer errors
than there were with the previous backup product.”

But the best measurement, says Abate, is in human
terms.

“Now the technicians don’t get calls in the middle 
of the night any more with somebody saying that the
backup is hung up. That used to be common. I can
remember calling there first thing in the morning and
being told that the technical person I wanted to talk to
had gone home to get some sleep, because he’d been
there all night babysitting a backup problem. That just
doesn’t happen any more.”

Vendor support has increased too. When the off-site
commercial storage supplier had some incompatibilities
between how they do things and how Mississauga does
things, CommVault worked with the off-site storage
company to resolve the issues.

Heterogeneous Environment

The IT department’s road map for enterprise backup is a
three-phase process. Phase 1, which is complete, was
the conversion of the Novell servers to Galaxy backup.
Phase 2, which is now under way, will see the conversion
of all the Windows NT/Windows 2000 servers to Galaxy.
In Phase 3, the UNIX servers will move to Galaxy backup.

“One of the big benefits we see with Galaxy is its flex-
ibility,” Abate says. “It gives the City the ability to have
one backup system that works in a heterogeneous envi-
ronment as it converts its various platforms to Galaxy on
its own schedule. Galaxy also gives them the option of
moving to SAN architecture when it meets their needs,
without having to bring in a new backup system.”

Rod Reichstein is manager of client services in the IT
Division of the City of Mississauga. He can be reached at
rodney.reichstein@mississauga.ca. ■
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By Lawrence Moule
Co-editor, Municipal Interface

T
he City of Prince George sits on a high northern
plateau between two mountain ranges. A lumber
town of 80,000, it has a practical, down-to-earth

look to it. These days, though, it is changing – looking
for new ways to achieve economic growth from services,
technologies and the pending expansion of the
University of Northern BC.

Prince George was just the right setting for a MISA
BC conference that was all about finding new ways to
get things done.

In a busy three days, September 22-24, about 125
municipal delegates and representatives of 54 sponsors
and exhibitors mingled in the Prince George Civic
Centre and nearby hotels, sharing concrete ideas in the
spirit of the conference theme,“Keeping Up with
Changing Times.”

They talked about best practices. Total cost of owner-
ship. Wireless solutions. Web content issues. Document
management. Mapping solutions. Disaster recovery.
Everybody took notes and asked questions. Everybody
looked to have their sleeves rolled up.

The atmosphere contrasted with the MISA Ontario
conference in June, which focused more on the role of IT
directors as enterprise strategists. The Ontario conference
also dealt with provincial issues, which the BC conference
left off the table. Chris Fisher, general manager of infor-
mation systems for Regina, who attended both events,
noted the more practical nature of the BC conference.

“If you want to get things done, you go to MISA BC,”
he said. “It’s like a show and tell. People actually show
you projects that they’ve completed, and they don’t just
beat their drum, they tell you what went wrong, and
what you shouldn’t do, and they really want you to learn
from their experiences.”

IT as the Ideal
That’s not to say that the strategic side of IT was neglected
in Prince George. Keynote speakers stressed the growing
impact of IT on the governance of municipalities.

Craig Sisson, national sales manager, municipalities,
for Microsoft Canada, noted that the implementation of
interactive, open government is creating benefits for all
stakeholders and even for democracy.

“We are moving toward a model in which e-govern-
ment becomes not just the enabling technology but the
very function and ideal of public service in an innovative,
knowledge-based society,” Sisson said in his keynote
speech Monday, September 22.

He said that an effective Web portal is the key to
meeting citizens’ needs and the goals of economic
development.

He noted that consultants attending a Pacific
Northwest Economic Development Conference last year
said they gather 80 per cent of the information they use
to make business-location decisions from the Web and
quoted one consultant as saying,“If you don’t have a
proper Web site or portal, your city does not exist.”

Tuesday’s keynote speaker, Sted Chen, associate
director, e-Business, for TELUS Corporation, gave a rapid-
fire presentation on the strategic principles of building
an e-Government architecture.

Chen focused on the need to consolidate similar
processes so that applications can be grouped around
common technologies for maximum efficiency.

“Look at how you can apply technologies to create
layers of applications,” Chen advised. “You have to be
able to reuse what you’ve got.”

Debra Keeling, a former vice-president of MISA
Ontario and now channel business manager, software
solutions, for Hewlett-Packard Development Co., took a
service-oriented look at the role of municipal IT directors
in her keynote speech Wednesday.

Municipalities are among the most complicated of
entities in which to manage technologies and are also
subject to the highest levels of scrutiny, said Keeling, a
former manager of technology organizations in the
Ontario cities of Kanata and Kingston.

Success, she said, depends on the IT department
understanding the impact of its services on the business
of the enterprise –  and on the enterprise understanding
the business value of IT.

“Your IT organization needs to become an information
utility – like the telephone and hydro utilities – always
available with guaranteed performance, always adapting
to deliver more services,” Keeling said.

Delivering high-performance services was the theme
of most of the conference presentations but always with
cost restraints in mind.

NOVEMBER 2003

MISA BC Fall Conference Shows
the Best of Changing Times
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Far left, Christina Durocher of
Diamond Software Inc. talks
with Robert Surtees, centre,
of the Resort Municipality of
Whistler, and Kevin Peacock of
the City of Saskatoon during the
welcoming reception sponsored
by Microsoft.

Left, MISA Ontario President
Kathryn Bulko, left, with MISA
BC President Kathy Yung at the
annual banquet.

Left, Rob Entwistle, technical
systems manager of the City of
Kelowna, left, accepts the Spirit
of Innovation Award from MISA
BC Vice-President Gerry Matte.

Left, Debra Keeling of Hewlett-Packard
Canada delivers her keynote speech.

Below, MISA BC vendor representative
Tia Young of eVerity Solutions looks
over some hardware with Ray
Freeman of PresiNET Systems.

Above, Craig Sisson of Microsoft
Canada delivers his keynote
speech.

Left, members of the Fort
George Follies entertain after
the annual banquet.
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Rick Kirke, manager of information technology for
Strathcona County, Alberta, commented:“A lot of our
concern is, how do you maintain and improve the services
without increasing the costs to ratepayers?  So as a
result, much of the conference focus is on innovation.”

Some of the most innovative ideas were presented 
in the Solutions Showcase, the annual competition 
in which municipalities compete for the Spirit of
Innovation Award. Competitors for 2003 included:

• The City of Nanaimo, with its Virtual Heritage Tour
that treated delegates to a big-screen presentation 
of the city and its historic sites (see page 33);

• The City of Burnaby, which has implemented an elec-
tronic bill presentment system for online payment of
municipal invoices, in partnership with the Webdoxs
consortium of banks;

• The City of Kamloops, which has gathered utility data
comprising about five million attributes on to its GIS
platform and made it available to field staff through 
a wireless network;

• The City of Richmond, whose integrated point-of-sale
system has given citizens the ability to transact City
business at community centres as easily as they can
at City Hall.

It was the City of Kelowna, however, that proved to
be the popular choice to receive the Spirit of Innovation
Award Plaque. Many delegates had visited Kelowna
when it was host of the 2002 fall conference and had
been saddened by the devastation wrought by the 
summer fires of 2003.

It turned out that the innovative use of information
technology was essential to the heroic firefighting effort
that prevented much worse losses in Kelowna.

As related to conference delegates by technical systems
manager Rob Entwistle, Kelowna’s IT Division provided
primary support for the Emergency Operations Centre
set up in the main fire hall. It was wired with a LAN 
hub connected to the City network, and served as the
co-ordinating information centre for many agencies
involved in fighting the fires, helping victims and reporting
the events.

GIS proved to be a critical component of emergency
management, Entwistle said. Ortho and contour maps
were invaluable for fire teams working in the hilly terrain.
The Emergency Operations Centre consumed about 550
metres (600 yards) of paper in producing maps, especially
for out-of-town fire crews, using two HP 800 plotters.
Technicians from the City and the Region made this pos-
sible by working around the clock to combine their data.

NOVEMBER 2003

Conference Sponsors and Exhibitors
Sponsors
ABC Communications
Autodesk Canada
Compugen Inc.
Forte Consulting Ltd.

GDS & Associates Systems Ltd.
Hewlett-Packard Canada
Hummingbird Ltd.
IBM Canada Ltd.
Island Key Computer Ltd.

J. D. Edwards
Microsoft Canada
Rogers AT&T Wireless Inc.
Sylogist Ltd./SAP Canada
TELUS Corporation

Exhibitors
4th Utility Inc.
Acer Corporation
Alcatel Canada Inc.
Avocent Canada
Bell Mobility
CB Engineering
CommVault Systems
Com-Tech Training Solutions Inc.
Concept Interactive Inc
Dell Canada
Diamond Software Inc.
DTM - CAC
ESRI Canada Ltd.
Global CADD Systems

Hansen Canada
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Co.
IBM Canada
ICIS (Integrated Cadastral

Information Society)
Intergraph Mapping and

Geospatial Solutions
Island Internet Inc.
Kronos Computerized Time

Systems Inc.
Kyocera Mita Canada, Ltd.
Lexmark Canada Inc.
MicroAge Computer Centres
Network Appliance Inc.
Nortel Networks

Novell Canada Ltd.
Pacific Alliance Technologies
Panasonic Canada Inc.
Rittal Systems Ltd.
Rogers AT&T Wireless Inc.
SoftChoice
StorageTek Canada
TELUS Corporation
Teranet
TerraPro GPS Surveys Ltd.
The Tempest Development 

Group Inc.
ThinApse Corporation
TLD Computers Inc.
Vadim Software
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Left, Shelly and Steven Garner of the
District of Central Saanich pose at the
Huble Homestead Historic Site north of
Prince George during the Monday after-
noon tour.

Below left, delegates don their lifejackets
during the tour for a jet-boat trip on the
Fraser River. Below, a scene from the
river shore.

Right, Sted Chen of TELUS.

Far right, Susanna Reardon of Alcatel
Canada, left, chats in her exhibit booth

with Beth Thola of the Peace River
Regional District.

Below, Gerry Matte of the District of
Saanich, left, talks with US delegate John

Pumphrey of Loudoun County, Virginia,
attending on behalf of Government
Management Information Systems.

Theme of the annual 
banquet was “From
Wagon Wheels to Robots.”

Mid left, Conference 
Co-Chair Sandra Simola,
right, poses with one win-
ner of the best-costume
award: Lori Ehlbeck of
the City of Prince George.

Left, Judy Turner of the
Greater Vancouver
Regional District was 
also a winner.
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Spirit of MISA

Kelowna’s story was inspirational, but there were others
whose work also won applause from delegates. Mary
Ellen Callaghan of the City of Nanaimo received the
Spirit of MISA Award, the chapter’s highest individual
honour, for her leadership in transforming the chapter
into a corporation under BC’s Society Act in the spring
of 2003.

Delegates expressed admiration for the conference
organizing committee. They did an excellent job of
planning and managing all aspects of the conference –
business, social and educational.

The conference committee was led by co-chairs
Sandra Simola of the Regional District of Fraser Fort
George and Bill Johnson of the City of Prince George,
with help from teams led by: program chair Doug
Rasmussen of the City of Kelowna; exhibits chair Barb
Sheppard of Parsec Marketing; finance chair David
Hennigan of the Capital Regional District, and vendor
representative Tia Young of eVerity Solutions Ltd.

Social events were important, as always at a MISA
conference, for enabling municipal and vendor delegates
to enjoy each others’ company as colleagues.

Monday afternoon was devoted to a tour of the
Fraser River and a visit to the historic Huble Homestead,
sponsored by Hewlett-Packard Canada. Another unique
event was a performance of songs and sketches especially
written for the MISA conference by the Fort George
Follies, performed after the annual banquet Tuesday
night and sponsored by Autodesk Canada.

Largest Trade Show
The conference also fulfilled its mandate as a business
event. With 40 exhibitors, the trade show was the
largest ever at a MISA BC fall conference.

Vendors were pleased with the spacious layout in 
the Civic Centre Exhibit Hall. The conference program
afforded them plenty of time to talk with municipal del-
egates, especially during a welcoming reception early
Monday evening sponsored by Microsoft Canada.

Mandi Sellers of Com-Tech Learning Solutions Inc.
commented that vendors noticed a significant depth 
of interest by municipal delegates in the technologies
presented both in the trade show and in sessions.

“I think the interest this year was a bit more intense
than last year,” she said. “The topics were very relevant
to the users.”

NOVEMBER 2003

Les Misa-Rabbles
Stef Walker, account representative,
Lexmark Canada Inc. – vocals
John Samulski, managing partner,
Forte Consulting Ltd. – guitar
Doug Rasmussen, information systems 
manager, City of Kelowna – bass
Gord Oppen, account representative, Lexmark
Canada Inc. – vocals, guitar, keyboard
Lawrence Moule, co-editor,
Municipal Interface – drums, backing vocals

Above right, helping out
on percussion are, from

left: Karen Keating of
Rogers AT&T Wireless,

Janet Jensen of Tempest
Development Group, and

Caroline Schellekens of
Rogers AT&T Wireless.

Above left, guest singer
Marilyn Johnson, wife of
conference co-chair Bill
Johnson, belts out a song.
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One of the conference committee’s most successful
ideas was a series of roundtable discussions on Monday
morning, organized by size of municipality. Delegates
from small, medium-sized and large municipalities simply
gathered in separate groups for unstructured talks – and
loved it.

In the session for municipalities with populations of
less than 25,000, delegates eagerly sought information
and advice from each other on all kinds of practical topics
– financial systems, tax/utility systems, GIS, strategic
plans, computer-use policies, telecommunication services,
budgeting and reporting of expenditures, creating
enterprise-wide policies for IT product acquisition – and
commiserated with each other over lack of resources
and political support.

MISA BC President Kathy Jung, manager of information
technology services for the City of New Westminster,
attended the mid-sized session.

“Everybody had an opportunity to share what they
are doing for this year and to learn new things from the
others,” she said. “The session was very informal, every-
body was open.

“It was very good that we held the roundtable 
sessions at the beginning of the conference, because
afterward, people started to look for familiar faces to talk
to. It became an icebreaker.”

The conference afforded other opportunities for like-
minded delegates to get together. A large group of 
delegates from the Prairie Provinces held an informal
gathering at breakfast Wednesday, organized by
Georganne Dupont of the City of Airdrie, vice- president
of the MISA Prairie chapter. They discussed issues related
to establishing a formal structure and schedule of
events for the chapter.

Art Krutz, director of information services for the City
of St. Albert, Alberta, participated in the meeting and
said it reflected how well the conference functioned as 
a networking event.

“And,” Krutz added,“I really enjoyed the music. It was
phenomenal!”

Les Misa-Rabbles

Ah yes, the music. The biggest hit of the conference was
the MISA BC Band, much to the surprise of many people,
including the players.

The band made its debut at a reception sponsored by
GIS specialists Forte Consulting Ltd., systems designers

GDS & Associates Systems Ltd. and enterprise software
developers Hummingbird Ltd.

The five guys, who had never played together before,
rehearsed about 30 classic rock tunes during a few scat-
tered hours. Then they hit the stage Monday night in
the banquet hall of the Coast Inn of the North and tore
the place down.

For the rest of the conference, wherever any of the
players went, people smiled at them. Band organizer
Gord Oppen of Lexmark Canada announced to a cheering
crowd at the Tuesday night banquet that a contest to
give the band a permanent new name had been won by
Linda Rich, deputy treasurer of the District of Peachland.
She received a Lexmark printer for coming up with the
ingenious name of “Les Misa-Rabbles.”

The band will play a return engagement at next
year’s fall conference by popular command.

That conference will take place September 15 to 17,
2004, at the beautiful and world-famous Resort
Municipality of Whistler.

Not to be missed!  ■
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Benchmarking Report Shows how
to Measure Municipal IT Activities

A
report released at the MISA BC
Fall Conference has created
the first benchmarks in

Canada to quantify what municipal IT
departments do, and show how they
carry out their functions.

The MISA IT benchmarking report
will, over time, enable municipal IT
departments to compare and measure
their activities against those of other
municipalities.

As an example, the report shows
that the average total cost of owner-
ship of a workstation among the sur-
veyed municipalities is $5,000 a year.
That cost, however, rises to more
than $6,000 for municipalities with
total staff of between 300 and 1,000.

“We’ve got about 150 data values
in the initial survey,” Gordon Gunn,
associate partner of KPMG LLP in
Victoria, said in presenting the
report. “There are a huge number of interrelationships
among that data that we could analyze. At this point,
we’ve done about 40 different analyses, but it’s almost
unlimited.”

The report analyzes information compiled during the
summer of 2003 for the Local Government Information
Technology Benchmarking Survey, a joint initiative of MISA
BC and KPMG LLP, an associate member of the chapter.

It includes data from 29 municipalities – almost all
from British Columbia, but also including Hamilton and
Whitehorse – and six regional BC districts that responded
to the online survey via the MISA BC Web site. The survey
instrument was developed by the Capital Regional
District under the leadership of David Hennigan, treasurer
of MISA BC.

Hennigan leads a committee of the MISA BC executive,
which is charged with carrying out the survey initiative
as a multi-year project. It is designed to meet the growing
need for municipal IT directors to be able to report to
politicians and senior management on the effectiveness
and appropriateness of their departments’ expenditures.

The benchmarking report will 
be published on the MISA BC Web
site and will be accessible by pass-
word to member representatives.
Individual reports will be delivered
to each participant.

Gunn said participants will be
asked to evaluate the survey process
and the report.

A final report will be submitted to
the MISA BC board with recommen-
dations for the future.

Some information in the report
presents problems in interpretation.
For example, respondents said they
spend about 35 per cent of their IT
budgets for staff.

But both Gunn and members of his
audience pointed out that municipal-
ities are not consistent in identifying
just who is a staff member. Some
municipalities, for example, might

include people who work in other departments or are
external service providers.

Some data elements, however, are straightforward
and may already point to reliable trends. The cost of
running IT departments, for example, shows up at about
2.5 per cent of total annual corporate expenditures for
surveyed municipalities. The percentage is lower for
municipalities with less than 100 total staff. It rises in
proportion to staff sizes up to a level of 1,000 staff,
where it declines because of economies of scale.

“We have some good data on what services IT
departments provide, and what types of technologies
and approaches are being used,” Gunn said.

“The IT staffing numbers did not add up the way I
expected, though. One of the problems in assessing
municipal governments is how they provide funds to IT
departments. One year’s data might be quite different
from the next year’s, depending on the cycle of PC
replacements, for example.

“That means that we really should be thinking about
getting multiple year’s data and levelling it out,” Gunn said. ■

Gordon Gunn of KPMG LLP presents
results of the benchmarking survey to
delegates at the MISA BC conference
in Prince George on Sept. 23.
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By Cam Scott and Per Kristensen
City of Nanaimo, BC

V
isitors to the City of Nanaimo’s Web site can now
go on a virtual tour of many of its historic sites,
experiencing them as though walking through 

the streets and buildings.

The Virtual Heritage Walk, a custom-designed 
interface on Nanaimo’s CityMap application
(http://www.city.nanaimo.bc.ca/d_heritage/heritage-
walk.asp), is similar to virtual tours of houses offered on
some realtors’ Web sites, but goes further. It lets viewers
“walk” through downtown streets to several locations,
and gives them panoramic views of the Vancouver
Island city and its colourful harbour.

The Virtual Heritage Walk was previewed at the 
MISA BC Fall Conference before going live October 3.
Conference delegates were surprised to learn that,
although the Heritage Walk appears to be a complex
piece of GIS technology, it only cost $14,000 to build.

It gives Nanaimo a unique Web presence. The tour
offers visitors, potential residents, business developers
and film producers a virtual gallery of the beautiful 
locations Nanaimo has to offer.

Viewers are taken first to a map of the city. They can
click on colour-coded icons to select interior, exterior or
rooftop views and can explore any of the views continu-
ously in a 360 degree panorama.

For example, a viewer can select an interior view 
of any of the three floors of the landmark Bastion 
tower, erected in 1853. The viewer can pan, tilt and
zoom all around the room, then select the stairway 
to travel to the next level up or down. On the ground
floor, the viewer can click on the door to go outside,
then zoom along the streets to click on another 
door, enter and look around a site such as the 
Nanaimo Courthouse.

The viewer can choose to view database information
for any heritage building within view by clicking on the
icon associated with the building.

Nanaimo has about 140 heritage sites. The Heritage
Society has compiled a database about them of texts

and images and asked the City to make it available on
the Internet.

The solution was proposed by Chris Sholberg, heritage
planner in the Development Services Department. He
created it by combining our CityMap GIS application,
built on MapGuide from Autodesk, with 360-degree
images captured by a Nanaimo imaging services com-
pany, Enviroscopics. Photography accounted for most 
of the cost of developing the solution.

The City outsources the management of its Web site
to Island Internet. They created the icons that guide
viewers around the sites.

Viewers need to download a plug-in from the
Nanaimo site to take the Virtual Heritage Walk. The
download takes about 30 seconds.

The tour now includes five interior sites, 22 exterior
sites, three rooftop panoramas and detailed reference to
54 heritage buildings in the downtown area. More sites
will be added in 2004.

Cam Scott (cscott@city.nanimo.bc.ca) is e-government 
and communications officer for the City of Nanaimo, and
Per Kristensen (per@city.nanimo.bc.ca) is chief technology
officer. ■

Virtually Yours: City of Nanaimo Uses
Technology to Celebrate its History

Viewers of this interior of Nanaimo’s historic
Bastion can click on the steps at right to go to
another floor or leave the building.
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With Intergraph and Hansen, 
the City of Hamilton can.
The New City of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada has a 
population of more than 500,000 people, and is made up
of six former municipalities; Hamilton, Ancaster, Dundas,
Flamborough, Glanbrook, and Stoney Creek. When these
municipalities merged, they realized that they needed
streamlined information management as well as integrated
databases and applications to manage the increased
demands put on the New City of Hamilton’s infrastructure.

Using the GeoMedia-Hansen Interface, the City was able 
to seamlessly combine two parallel public works databases,
reducing redundant efforts, while significantly improving the
ability of their staff to locate information and process work-
flows to manage and maintain their water/wastewater infra-
structure. Visit www.Intergraph.com/gis/hamilton for more
information. Or call 1-800-791-3357 or 1-256-730-7191. 

R

Can you easily identify and 
manage your water and 

waste water assets?
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By Catherine Baldelli

President, URISA Ontario Chapter

C
ities, regions and provinces have turned up the heat
with regard to emergency preparation, emergency
preparedness and emergency management. And

municipal IT professionals are feeling it – because their
expertise is critical in helping municipalities meet
requirements that did not exist a few years ago.

One type of technology that can help to meet this
new challenge is geographic information systems.
GIS is fast becoming an indispensable part of some
emergency-management systems, as in the city of
Brampton, Ontario.

Background
New acts now require implementing and maintaining
emergency management programs. In Ontario, the
Emergency Readiness Act mandates that every munici-
pality formulate an emergency plan.

Formerly Bill 148, this bill was proclaimed on April 15,
2003. It highlights various activities that are required by
both the provincial and municipal levels of governments.
These activities include:

• Hazard identification and risk assessment

• Emergency management programs

• Identification of critical infrastructure 

• Establishment of emergency response teams.

A key component of many of these activities is to
identify the geographic location of municipal assets and
many other types of things. GIS can contribute to hazard
identification, risk assessment, emergency planning and
emergency response.

Hazard and Risk Identification
The first step in any emergency preparedness program
is to conduct a hazard identification and risk assessment.
GIS can be an important tool in ensuring success during
this stage. Hazard identification deals with determining
the probability of an emergency occurring. Potential
hazards could include flight paths within the vicinity of
an airport, rail lines, nuclear facilities, chemical storage
facilities, oil refineries and major water courses.

Once hazards are identified, the potential impact
associated with the hazards is estimated. GIS can help in

assessing the impact of an incident by highlighting
issues of concern. These can include proximity to neigh-
bourhoods, schools and critical infrastructure.

Information can be overlayed with other relevant
spatial information for additional spatial analysis.
Information such as population and age distribution 
can be included to provide a measure of impact. The
combination of probability and impact will provide the
value of a risk.

Emergency Planning
Understanding where the risks are in relation to the
general population is necessary for preparing to
respond to an emergency. The location of the first
responder teams is crucial for rapid intervention.

GIS tools such as routing and networking can be
used to analyze the time it would take to respond to a
call. GIS can also provide a graphic perspective to other
issues, including:

• Where are the evacuation routes?

• Where is the critical infrastructure?

• Would the critical infrastructure be jeopardized in 
the event of an emergency? 

• What are the alternative routes?

Emergency Response
GIS can assist in the emergency response efforts by:

• Providing tools for search and rescue

• Aiding in determining the locations of 
emergency shelters

• Aiding in identifying evacuation routes.

To illustrate, if a water supply is contaminated, a GIS
can isolate the correct valve to shut and pinpoint the
homes being affected.

Personal data assistants (PDAs) can be a useful tool
for emergency responders. Loaded with GIS software
and applicable spatial data, a PDA can provide a wealth
of information to emergency responders. By adding
location-based services to the PDA, first responders can
have updated information about their actual location
immediately.

For example, suppose that a fire chief is at the site of
an industrial fire. The fire chief’s PDA is equipped with a
GPS (global positioning system) unit. The PDA sends a
signal to the dispatch headquarters indicating where

NOVEMBER 2003

GIS Tools Provide Data and Analysis
For Emergency Management Plans
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the fire is. The server at headquarters relays relevant
information, such as the location of water mains, gas
mains and electrical facilities, to the fire chief based on
his or her geographic position. The chief could also
retrieve information on hazardous materials contained
on site at the industrial fire.

This is all achieved through a wireless infrastructure
and can be done today using GIS software, coupled with
wireless technology.

A Look at the City of Brampton
With a population of more than 355,000, the City of
Brampton is Canada’s 15th largest city. It expects to
double its population to 600,000 by the year 2018 and
become one of Canada’s 10th largest cities within the
next two decades.

In Brampton’s emergency management effort, the
GIS department has played a pivotal role. Its Services
section is involved in both the day-to-day planning and
analysis of emergency situations (like automobile acci-
dents and fires) and catastrophic event management.

Annually, the City of Brampton participates in a mock
emergency to test emergency plans. This exercise
involves both decision-makers and support staff.
According to Bill Latchford, manager of GIS, GIS has been
used in the mock emergency since the early CAD days,
when a map was simply projected on to a wall.

Today, the GIS Services section actively supports this
exercise, and provides an interactive tool for decision-
makers to analyze the emergency and review the
impacts. The ability to query data immediately and
review various scenarios ensures that the right decisions
are made, quickly and efficiently. This includes deter-
mining the residential areas affected by this event by
applying a certain radius, or in GIS terms, a buffer zone.

Brampton’s GIS tools include Intergraph’s GeoMedia
Professional desktop and GeoMedia WebMap
Professional for the intranet/Internet-based data dissem-
ination. Data can be easily integrated into the software
without conversion. This is important for any emer-
gency because it speeds getting useful data in front of
the user and in some cases, in front of the public. Data
can be gathered from surrounding regions, airports and
bordering cities, and used immediately.

The City of Brampton’s GIS Services section is also
involved in the day-to-day activities of emergency 
preparedness and management. GIS Services is devel-
oping a workflow to extract data from the emergency
dispatch system and integrate the data into the system.
Response times will be analyzed and compared with the
City’s routing model, which is under development.

The routing model will provide the Fire and
Emergency Services department with information about
the route between the fire station and the identified fire
hazard areas. This intranet application will provide the
best or fastest route as well as a detailed direction
report from the fire station to the fire hazard area. By
continually comparing results from the routing model
with actual response times, the accuracy of the model
can be maintained and improved over time.

The GIS Services section has a number of contingency
plans in place in the event of an emergency. One of the
measures is the process to back up spatial and related
attribute information to a compact disc and/or DVDs.
It is assumed that, during an emergency, access to
Brampton’s centralized corporate server will not be
available – so having up-to-date information in a remote
location is essential. Additionally, the GIS manager and
the GIS supervisor are required to provide services in
the event of an emergency.

Importance of Data
Data is the cornerstone of a GIS, both spatial and non-
spatial information. Municipalities will require the input
and sharing of information across departments. Public
works information, property information and health-
related information are important data sets that can be
used within a GIS and would enhance the emergency
preparedness and management applications.

To truly prepare for emergencies, cities and regions having
common borders should have pre-defined agreements
in place for the sharing of spatial and non-spatial infor-
mation. Alternatively, data retailers can provide rich 
spatial data sets that include points of interest, census
information and property information.

Advantages of GIS
Emergency planners should engage their GIS departments,
since they can add immeasurable value and insight to
emergency preparedness. Similarly, GIS managers need
to make themselves familiar with emergency management
departments and provide support to the emergency
managers. In many cases, it will be up to the GIS staff to
initiate meetings and demonstrations to show the benefits
of GIS. GIS is an effective tool for everything from model-
ling chemical spills to providing scenarios for train
derailments and evacuation plans.

If a picture is worth a thousand words, an interactive
GIS is worth a million.

Catherine Baldelli is president of the Ontario Chapter of the
Urban & Regional Information Systems Association (URISA).
She can be reached at cbaldelli@gosympatico.ca. ■
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By Maurice Gallant
City of Fredericton

A
longstanding relationship between the City of
Fredericton and a GIS solutions provider has
recently taken a new twist – with the result that

users can now access GIS data once restricted to specialists
with high-powered machines.

An application service provider (ASP) deploys, hosts,
and manages access to a packaged application to multiple
parties from a centrally managed facility. In this model,
applications are delivered over networks on a subscrip-
tion basis.

Such is the new relationship between CARIS and the
City of Fredericton. CARIS Universal Systems, a world-class
GIS solutions provider, has been supplying the City 
of Fredericton with GIS applications since the City
embarked on the GIS path starting in 1997. A few
months ago, however, the City of Fredericton and CARIS
started working together differently.

Advances in available fibre and wireless communica-
tions networks now provide the infrastructure required
to deliver complex applications to Fredericton sites via
the Fredericton Community Network, the municipal
intranet. CARIS can provide geospatial applications that
traditionally resided on City servers in a highly reliable,
cost-effective manner.

Application Service Provider Model 
What is unique in the geospatial industry, we believe,

is CARIS’s migration to the ASP business model. Issues
regarding a service-level agreement and security have
been addressed in a formal agreement. Although serving
some applications on the traditional Internet still poses
some challenges, the Fredericton Community Network
facilitates an ASP model, which is preparing companies
like CARIS for the faster, more stable Internet of tomorrow.
The growing infrastructure capacity and emerging tech-
nologies will bring substantial value to the industry.

With the availability of true high-speed connectivity
(100 meg), a new delivery model for spatial solutions is
now being tested in Fredericton. By rebundling their
applications and services, CARIS can now deliver the
power of its GIS over the community network from a
remote server farm. These services will benefit con-

sumers with a lower cost of ownership and a highly
focused application suite for a variety of industries 
and markets.

Fredericton has seen a dramatic change in the quantity
and affordability of fibre through the community network.
This provides a high-quality network through which
CARIS can deliver the complex and data-intensive spatial
applications that are common to GIS. Our municipal
intranet offers 100 mbps connectivity equivalent to
most of today’s LANS.

Advantages of the Model
The advantage of using an ASP model becomes 

obvious when we consider the challenges of application
installation and user access from various devices.

The ASP solution provides fail-safe backup for power,
data archive, storage and network security. This is espe-
cially important considering the importance of corporate
information that is to be stored and managed by the
expert staff off site.

Since the implementation of Windows 2000 as a
standard platform for desktop and laptop computers, we
have been encouraging staff to look at computers as an
appliance. Fat-client scenarios are not compatible with
this vision. A Web-based client talking to a remote GIS
server is the ultimate in freeing users from specific desk-
top hardware. If they have a Web connection, they have
access to our GIS.

This will be critical to the success of our wireless 
initiatives over the next year. Whether we are looking 
at mobile computers in the police vehicles or nomad
machines in the field, the ASP model opens a whole
range of new possibilities. Fifteen years ago it was 
cell phones – a new technology that the enthusiasts
were touting as the latest and greatest technology.
Of course the sceptics said it was just a fad, it wouldn’t
catch on.

Today, everywhere you look, Wi-Fi is all the range.
Wi-Fi lets computers, laptops, notebooks and PDAs (Palm
Pilots and Pocket PCs) connect together, to their e-mail
and to the Internet, without being connected with wires.
Instead a wireless signal connects them to the closest
“access point.” In coffee shops, airports, hamburger
joints, hotels and most recently, progressive municipalities

(continued on page 39)

A New Model For GIS Delivery
City of Fredericton moves applications off the desktop to an ASP
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Electronic Document Delivery
Enhances Customer Service Online
By Sarah Frame
epost

This article is based on a presentation by epost to the MISA
Ontario annual conference in Hamilton on June 2, 2003.

R
esidents of Ottawa and Richmond, BC, will never
have to open another city utility bill again. It’s not
that these municipalities aren’t sending out any more

bills or documents; rather, they have turned to the Internet
to deliver them online and better serve their citizens.

Ottawa and Richmond are serving their Internet-savvy
citizens through electronic document presentment and
payment, or EDPP. EDPP gives consumers 24/7 access to
critical documents and enables them to receive, manage,
and pay bills and other documents online.

Many financial institutions, utilities and retailers also
offer EDPP. A recent survey by Forrester Research Inc.
found that two-thirds of Canadian consumers were
interested in giving up paper statements in favour of
online versions, indicating EDPP’s time has come.

Increasingly, municipalities across Canada are recog-
nizing the benefits of EDPP for communicating with
their citizens, providing easy access to critical documents
such as utility and property tax bills, or forms and permits.
In addition to the benefits for residents, cities using
EDPP solutions are also able to take advantage of new
cost-saving opportunities created by electronic document
presentment.

A Canadian EDPP service that is working with several
municipalities is epost, the world’s first electronic post
office and a provider of EDPP services that transform
physical mail to an electronic format. Working with
seven municipalities across Canada, as well as retailers,
utilities and financial institutions, epost delivers the mail
online for Canada Post.

Through its secure and central Web site, epost delivers
documents from more than 65 mailers – companies and
organizations from across Canada who have opted to
deliver their documents electronically. The documents
available to more than 350,000 Canadian consumers
registered with epost include bills, statements, e-forms,
e-tax slips and e-pay statements.

The free epost service gives citizens the convenience
of receiving documents and paying bills online from a
central, secure location through their epost box. It also

offers three bill payment options that are available to all
consumers, regardless of their financial institution, and
seven-year online storage of documents.

EDPP can help municipalities identify new operational
efficiencies and cost reductions. With epost’s electronic
documents, municipalities can include interactive mes-
sages and links to help redirect citizens back to their
municipal Web sites. At the Web sites, residents can take
advantage of self-service options, which help to reduce
inquiries to municipal information and customer service
call centre.

Other operational efficiencies can occur when cities
begin to legally “turn off” paper billing. As a result of
epost’s exclusive relationship with Canada Post, the
epost mail piece legally replaces the physical mail piece.
This legal assurance, unique to epost, enables municipal-
ities to stop printing and mailing paper documents as
citizens adopt the epost service as an alternative.

With epost’s EDPP services, municipalities are able to
deliver multiple bills and other documents electronically.
epost’s ability to implement multiple documents at 
a time and quickly bring the service to market has
enabled municipalities such as Ottawa and Richmond,
BC, to deliver valuable new services to their constituents.

To help the cities make the move to EDPP, epost typi-
cally sets up a dedicated team including technical, business
and marketing specialists to integrate specialized solu-
tions for each of the communities. Because the flexible,
all-in-one solution can be customized, Richmond and
Ottawa were each able to plan the specific documents
that they would roll out electronically.

Since November, 2002, Ottawa residents have had
the option to sign up to receive and pay these city 
documents electronically.

“We believe that the ability to receive and pay for
City services electronically is one of the cornerstones of
effective e-government,” says Ken Hughes, manager of
revenue, City of Ottawa.“epost provides an excellent tool
that enhances City of Ottawa's customer service and
reduces costs.

“Working with a dedicated epost team, we were able
to complete the technical implementation for Ottawa's
170,000 water accounts and 240,000 tax accounts, and
launch the service to the public – all within a period of
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(continued from page 37)

worldwide, we are beginning to explore ubiquitous Wi-Fi
as basic city infrastructure. Fredericton is working hard
in this direction.

There are several applications that have been devel-
oped for both the Palm and Windows Pocket PC operating
systems for PDA implementation. As these applications
continue to be refined and with the added functionality
of GIS and wireless communications, a multitude of new
solutions in a mobile environment will be developed.

It is important to note that wireless connectivity will
create opportunities for the City of Fredericton’s business.
Staff in certain departments (Engineering and Public
Works, Water and Sewer and IT) have already begun
investigating the potential of using wireless technology
to transmit water meter readings from home and busi-
nesses back to the City network. It also offers exciting
potential for parking enforcement and by-law enforce-
ment staff in the field.

This summer, the City of Fredericton set up a test site
at the Fredericton Lighthouse Adventure Centre. This
access point offers users within close range (500m) a

connection to the Internet. The connection was used 
to transmit one of the Harvest Jazz and Blues concerts
through the Internet to the CBC Web site where thou-
sands of Internet users listened in on Fredericton!

Using the ASP model, the City can lower its cost of
deployment of new GIS-enabled applications. Likewise,
the ASP model reduces the costs of maintenance and
operation of what used to be an internal application –
making it unnecessary for each site to maintain individual
databases and leading the way to sharing corporate
data more easily.

Most GIS vendors are exploring the ASP model. It
opens up exciting new markets because it offers all
users access to data that once was restricted to specialists
with high-powered machines. CARIS is on the leading
edge with the City of Fredericton GIS project.

Maurice Gallant is manager, information and communication
technology for the City of Fredericton, and president of 
e-Novations, the municipally owned corporation that 
operates the City’s high-speed network. He is also an 
executive member of MISA Atlantic. He can be reached 
at maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca. ■
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Fredericton Sees New GIS Services Going Mobile

eight weeks. We have been very satisfied with the overall
epost service and with the number of Ottawa residents
that have adopted the epost option to-date." 

In addition to providing technical support, epost
worked with the municipalities to encourage adoption 
of the new service among their residents. Marketing
support is an integral part of an epost implementation.
Working with epost’s team, the cities were able to promote
their new service through launch events attended by
media and city officials, and via marketing and advertising
initiatives designed to reach and educate constituents.
In addition, epost uses its central Web site, www.epost.ca,
to run contests that promote the service to residents of
the municipalities.

“The number of our customers using epost services
for their City payments has far exceeded our expecta-
tions,” says Ted Townsend, manager of communication
and public affairs, City of Richmond.“In fact, the initial
signup rate has exceeded the industry norm.

“Customers love the option of being able to pay their
bills online and 24/7 at their convenience. You'd be sur-
prised how many people take advantage of our online

services in the wee small hours of the morning or at
other non-traditional times.”

In February 2003, Richmond began an extensive
joint marketing program with epost that included a
media launch event attended by Mayor Malcolm
Brodie, statement inserts included in bills and notices
sent to residents, a promotion, local newspaper advertis-
ing and messaging on the City’s Web site.

As municipalities’ presence on the Web matures, more
governments are looking at building second- or third-
generation Web sites. With more than 60 per cent of
Canadians expressing an interest in EDPP services, efforts
to expand e-government services should include a serious
review of electronic delivery of critical documents as part
of any new initiative. Consumer interest in EDPP as a
convenient and value-added service, as well as the
potential to realize cost savings and operational efficien-
cies, make EDPP a smart and responsible choice for
municipalities.

Sarah Frame is communications manager for epost. For
more information about EDPP and the epost service, visit
www.epost.ca. ■
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P
articipants in a MISA conference on municipal IT
security, confronted with escalating security
threats and a lack of resources to deal with them,

have called for the creation of a formal information-
sharing mechanism.

Although municipalities are responsible for the safety
of critical infrastructure, few of them have dedicated
security resources and there is no existing network to help
them with practical solutions, speakers and delegates
said during the MISA IT Security Conference and
Workshops.

Presented by the City of Ottawa and MISA Ontario on
October 21-22 at Ottawa City Hall, the conference was
attended by about 65 municipal delegates from New
Brunswick, Ontario and all provinces west. They heard
expert presentations on trends in cyber-threats, tech-
nologies and the experiences of Ottawa and Vancouver
in implementing security programs. They also saw
demonstrations of how easily municipal networks can
be penetrated and compromised.

Larry Franks, director of IT services for the City of
Peterborough, Ont., told Municipal Interface that munici-
palities are generally unprepared to keep up with rapidly
changing security threats and technologies.

“Most municipalities are only starting to dabble in, or
investigate, the many security technologies,” Franks said.
“Some of the larger ones are much further ahead, and
the rest of us should be learning from their experiences
through some kind of formal mechanism.”

Barbara Brunton, computer & information security
officer with the City of Calgary, said, "We need a net-
working capability so we can share policies, standards,
practices, priorities and stories on how municipalities
have responded to virus situations."

Municipal IT professionals from Calgary, Ottawa and
Vancouver communicate frequently on security issues
on an informal basis, but Brunton said a broader network
is needed involving smaller municipalities.

Angela Swan, the City of Vancouver’s manager of
information technology security, noted that municipal
delegates to the conference said they are all facing the
same types of security problems. Common standards are
needed for policies and procedures.

“We need a coordinated effort to get communication
across Canada on security issues and involve all levels of
government,” Swan said.

Conference chair Fraser Hirsch, program manager, IT
security for Ottawa, said municipalities have little assistance
or guidance from other government levels.

Unlike federal legislation, provincial statutes do not
spell out security policies or standards, so municipalities
must create their own. Ontario’s Municipal Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act, for example,
contains only three sentences pertaining to municipal
government responsibilities.

The federal government does not attempt to coordi-
nate municipal security activities. The Office of Critical
Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness
(OCIPEP) is responsible for monitoring threats against
the nation’s critical infrastructure, but its vision does not
encompass municipal services such as water and transit,
Hirsch said.

“I would like to see OCIPEP be more linked to the
municipalities, to come in and provide advice, guidance,
direction and expertise,” he said. “Our first step is to get
OCIPEP to recognize where the true critical infrastruc-
ture lies.”

The conference was sponsored by Sensible Security
Solutions Inc. and Cinnabar Networks Inc. Articles by
presenters from those companies, as well as Sybari
Software Inc. and municipal security professionals, will be
featured in the January 2004 issue of Municipal Interface.
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September 2003 issue, pages 27 and 30

The winner of the Best Trade Show Exhibit Award at
the MISA Ontario Annual Conference in Hamilton
was incorrectly identified in the September issue 
of Municipal Interface. On page 27, the winning
exhibitor should have been named as Hewlett-
Packard (Canada) Ltd. In a photograph on page 30,
the person shown receiving the award should have
been identified as Warren Mullis of HP. We apologize
for the errors.

Correction

Conference Reveals Growing Need
For Municipal Security Coordination 
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M
unicipalities have a key role to play in a planned
federal-provincial cyber-alert system in Canada.
(I’ve noted this point before, most recently in

the March issue.)

Turns out that the time is indeed ripe, because repre-
sentatives from the Province of Ontario Information
Protection Centre have followed up to discuss whether
and how at least the larger Ontario municipalities could
participate in its internal cyber-alert process.

This is a welcome initiative from Canada’s largest
province – and one that could be replicated in other
jurisdictions.

Ontario has an internal process to provide those
responsible for technology security within the various
ministries with information on the latest patches including,
on occasion, special notification of actions to be taken
immediately in response to an impending threat. This
process may include a conference call at which more
detailed information is shared on the nature of the
threat and the required action. Such calls may include
industry experts to provide further details.

Since it is now well documented that new threats can
emerge and spread literally within minutes, Ontario may
send out alerts or convene such calls on very short
notice at any time of day or night.

In addition to responding to urgent situations,
Ontario provides a regular stream of alerts and instruc-
tions to its security managers. Not surprisingly, these are
often similar to information available from other sources
(OCIPEP, SANS Institute, Microsoft, security software 
vendors). Nevertheless, since I have been receiving
these provincial notifications on a trial basis as part of
evaluating their usefulness for municipalities, I believe
they are a useful source that has, at times, been more
complete or timely than information available elsewhere.

Following the initial contact from Ontario’s Information
Protection Centre, a conference call has now been
arranged with representatives from a few larger Ontario
municipalities to discuss what assistance Ontario can
reasonably provide to municipalities – as well as the
municipal perspective on the type of assistance that
would be of most value to them.

It seems that a national cyber-alert system for municipal-
ities is most likely to be implemented through a fan-out
system from the federal government to the provinces and

subsequently from the provinces to municipalities. Whether
this two-step approach will be sufficiently responsive to
the need to move at Internet speed remains to be seen –
but it is certainly an important step in the right direction.

Some Recent Reading Material
Switching gears, a number of worthwhile publications
have recently crossed my desk electronically (many of
them noted in the OCIPEP daily updates, which continue
to be an excellent resource).

Publications that particularly caught my attention
include:

1. SANS report on the Twenty Most Critical Internet
Security Vulnerabilities (www.sans.org/top20/). This 
is an exceptionally complete document describing
each of the vulnerabilities (10 Windows; 10 Unix/Linux),
how they work, and how to protect against them.
This document could provide an excellent to-do list
for security managers.

2. NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
Draft Computer Security Incident Handling Guide
(http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/ drafts.html). A 
previous column highlighted the NIST site as a rich
source for security publications. This new guide 
documents steps to be undertaken through the four
stages of an incident response.

3. OCIPEP Incident Analysis, W32.Blaster and W32.SoBig
virus: Lessons Learned. Not yet available for general
release on the OCIPEP Web site, this document iden-
tifies 13 specific lessons learned from these incidents,
including the need for:

• More frequent (daily) anti-virus updates;

• Highly effective patch management processes,
including automated deployment;

• Closing or blocking all ports except for those that 
are absolutely necessary;

• Security policy for remote access connections, including
laptops returned to the workplace after being used
elsewhere; and

• Policy to disconnect from the Internet, when appro-
priate, in response to a security threat.

wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca  ■

SECURITY ISSUES

A Step Toward a Warning System
By Roy Wiseman
Director, Information Technology Services
Regional Municipality of Peel
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PAST PRESIDENT  Jim de Hoop, City of Kingston

613-546-4291 (fax 546-4051) jdehoop@city.kingston.on.ca

TREASURER  David Laneville, City of Timmins

705-360-1375 (fax 360-1390) davidl@city.timmins.on.ca

SECRETARY  Karl Drysdale, City of London

519-661-4945 (fax 661-5985) kdrysdale@london.ca

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS REPRESENTATIVES

Mark Lehmann, Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.

905-206-3419 (fax 206-3328) mark.lehmann@hp.com

Ruth Gastle, Microsoft Canada

905-363-8645 (fax 568-1527) ruthgast@microsoft.com

REGIONAL NETWORKS FOR ONTARIO REPRESENTATIVE

Garry McGonical

519-979-8162 (fax 735-1245) RNOadmin@RNO.on.ca

EX OFFICIO

Jean McNulty, Ontario Mamagement Board Secretariat

416-326-3268, jean.mcnulty@mbs.gov.on.ca

2004 MISA CONFERENCE  Ted Greene, Regional Municipality of York

905-895-1155, x 1752 (fax 895-1155) ted.greene@region.york.on.ca

Regional Directors

NORTHERN  Scott Bradford, City of North Bay

705-474-0626, x 225 (fax 474-0783) scott@mail.city.north-bay.on.ca

WESTERN  Ralph Blauel, Region of Halton

905-825-6000, x 7997 (fax 825-6057) blauelr@region.halton.on.ca

EASTERN  David Johnston, City of Ottawa

613-580-2424 (fax 560-1201) david.johnston@ottawa.ca

CENTRAL  Ted Greene, Regional Municipality of York

905-895-1155, x 1752 (fax 895-1155) ted.greene@region.york.on.ca

AT LARGE 

Debbie Barrett, Chartwell Inc.

416-362-3328 (fax 363-4439) dbarrett@chartwell-group.com

Jury Kong, Town of Richmond Hill

905-771-2549 (fax 771-2494) jkonga@richmondhill.ca

Bruno Mangiardi, City of Greater Sudbury
705-671-2489, x 2526 (fax: 673-4535) 
bruno.mangiardi@city.greatersudbury.on.ca
Louis Shallal, City of Hamilton

905-546-2251 (fax 546-2573) lshallal@hamilton.ca

Roy Wiseman, Region of Peel

905-791-7800  (fax 791-4195) wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca

Atlantic
PRESIDENT  Donna Waddell, City of Charlottetown

902-566-5548 (fax 629-4156) dwaddell@city.charlottetown.pe.ca

EXECUTIVE MEMBER  Maurice Gallant, City of Fredericton

506-460-2830 maurice.gallant@fredericton.ca

EXECUTIVE MEMBER  Bill Todd, City of Saint John

506-649-6000 bill.todd@cityofsaintjohn.com

British Columbia
PRESIDENT  Kathy Yung, City of New Westminster

604-527-4553 kyung@city.new-westminster.bc.ca

VICE PRESIDENT  Gerry Matte, District of Saanich

250-475-5403 matteg@gov.saanich.bc.ca

PAST PRESIDENT  Frank Mayhood, City of Kamloops

250-828-3441 (fax 828-3578) fmayhood@city.kamloops.bc.ca

TREASURER  David Hennigan, The Capital Regional District

250-360-3141 dhennigan@crd.bc.ca 

SECRETARY  Nasim Karsan, City of Richmond

604-276-4095 (fax 276-4162) nkarsan@city.richmond.bc.ca

Committee Chairs

LIAISON WITH SISTER ORGANIZATIONS  Per Kristensen, City of

Nanaimo

250-755-4418, per@city.nanaimo.bc.ca 

MEMBERSHIP  Steven Garner, District of Central Saanich

250-544-4239 steven.garner@csaanich.ca

NEWSLETTER  Vic Morcom, City of Abbotsford

604-853-2281, vmorcom@city.abbotsford.bc.ca

VENDOR REP  Tia Young, eVerity Solutions Ltd.

604-435-1250, tyoung@everity.ca

WEB SITE  Doug Rasmussen, City of Kelowna

250-862-3339 ext 315 drasmuss@city.kelowna.bc.ca

Prairie
PRESIDENT  Peter Bennett, City of Winnipeg

204-986-2495 pbennett@winnipeg.ca

VICE PRESIDENT  Georganne Dupont, City of Airdrie

403-948-8800 Ex. 733 gdupont@airdrie.com

TREASURER  Murray Chapman, Strathcona County

780-464-8108 chapman@strathcona.ab.ca
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Wo r k i n g  f o r  

t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  

y o u  o f t e n  h a v e  t o  b e  

t w o  p l a c e s  a t  o n c e.  

A t  t h e  m i n i m u m.

M a x i m i z e  y o u r  t i m e.

Look at it this way, time, or lack of time is the problem. If you

aren’t using notebooks from Toshiba, the world’s number 1 

seller of notebooks, you’re missing a significant advantage.

Not only are Toshiba notebooks extremely competitively priced,

our wireless-ready notebooks and Tablet PCs will keep you 

connected so you can work where and when you want. And that

saves time that could be used elsewhere. Plus our notebooks

are all backed by Toshiba support, services and an international

warranty. So maximize your time and minimize the headaches.

Take a look at our full range of products including Pocket PCs.

Call your IT Solutions Provider, call us, or visit our website.

Toshiba recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional for Government.
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